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Coi:npetition spurs
change .in bookstore
~

By Jennifer Brown
to carry my books as far."
In response to competition
Some books were available
from the Durham Book
only at one store or the other
Exchange which opened last
because of faculty preference.
year, the UNH Bookstore has
Some professors prefer to use
By Julie Sanderson
changed.
the UNH Bookstore because
The UN H Engineering
The most significant changes
they are larger and more
updating
needs
Department
are a 5% reduction in the price
powerful. Because of their size,
and expanding, and a gro~p of
of test books and a less stringent
UNH Bookstore can deal
interested faculty 1 have decided
book return policy.
with some puhli,hN,
directlv
to do something about it.
1 he )% reduct10n ott hst
and offer even greater savings,
They are preparing a
price is the same discount and more us~ books.
brochure directed towards
offered at the Exchange
Other professers, especially
private industry which _states
Bookstore. Officials plan to in the English department,
the department's needs, and
absorb the loss with fewer
won't deal with the UNH
requests financial help. The
Christmas promotions and
Bookstore because they believe
request is based on the fact that
contests.
UNH Bookstore cuts their
that
private ind_ustr)'. needs well
The ·new book return policy orders by a certain percent,
trained engmeenng graduates
allows students to return new leaving some students without
and therefore have ·a vested
books in perfect condition, and required texts.
interest in helping UNH
used books for a full refund up
Some English professers
maintain a high level of
to three weeks from the start of started using the Book Loft in
Otis
education, said Dr.
the semester. Students need Town and Campus as an
Sproul, d~an of the Colleg~ of
only a cash register receipt. alternative to the UNH
Engineering and Physical
Drop cards are no longer Bookstore.
Sciences.
required.
John Richardson, one such
"I don't think people on the
The book return policy at the professor, likes working with
outside looking in appreciate
Exchange allows students to the Book . Loft because "it is
the severity of the problem," he
return new books, in perfect more personal and less red
said.
.condition, and used books up tape." Other professors use the
Because job opportunities in
to five days after purchase, with Book Loft because they keep
the fields of engineering,
a -sales slip.
the books longer than the UNH
computer science, and business
The buy-back policies of. Bookstore.
are readily available and offer
both stores are identical.
This allows a student
high salaries, many s~udents
Most students used both required to buy IO books for a
are ·switching to these fields of
bookstores this semester, and single class, to spread the cost
.
study.
felt both stores offered good out through the semester,
But "the University has not
service. Senior Ellen Franconi buying the books just before
been able to switch a sufficient
said,"I've gone to both places they are used in class.
amount of resources to handle
and sometimes they're equally
Students and faculty said
the uneven distribution of
1 prefer th e Book
But
crowded.
~
·
herselffor
readies
Paquette
LuAnn
DOWN
WAY
LONG
A
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interest," Sproul said.
Exchange because I don't have
Money raised from the
a drop during a ROTC rappelling;_w~o~rk~s~h!!o!!p!..y~e::,::s:,!;te~r~d:,:a'.!..y!.;:,:st:.:;o:.:.r:.. y' ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : : - - - - ,
outreach will be used to
3
page . (Tim Skeer photo)
purchase equipment like the
CAD (Computer Assisted
Design) system - or CADAG
weekly supply of chips and are student marketers on campus.
(Computer Assisted Design
By Mary Bartlett
considering hiring other
and Graphics) as it will be
A new . Chocolate Chip
known on campus.
Enterprise, on the UNH
CADAG is an updated
campus saw great success on its
computer capable of such j?bs
first day in the industry. All
as creating and stonng
chip supplies sold out within
blueprints. The system. is
three hours of being put on the
essential to bring the
market, according to the
engineering program up to
marketers.
date.
Gerry Borovich and Tim
an
Faculty also hope to form
Gernhart, both freshmen, are
the marketers of the one
PROGRAM, page 9
hundred percent natural cookie
which they have named the
By Mary S. Breen
The chips
"Scholarchip".
meeting
official
first
In its
which are approximately six
last Sunday, the Student
inches in diameter, and cost 45¢
Senate voted to set up an
a piece are sold door to door in
evaluation of the UNH radio
dorms on campus.
station WUNH this semester.
Last Wednesday they went
According to the bill passed
only as far as Williamson and
by the Senate, the station will
Christianson before running
be evaluated in terms of its
out of their 24 dozen supply of
operating concept. A
Scholarchips.
committee consisting of the
Borovich and Gernhart
SAFC Chairperson Jim
receive their cookies from their
Singer, the Student Body Vice
former I basketball coach in
President T. Spencer Wright,
Norwich,N.H., and refuse to
the Director of Student
disclose his identity.
Activities Jeff Onore, SAFO
The cookies are made in his
Business Manager Bill
UN H holds off late surge by
by he and his wife and
home
committee
a
Specker,
24
BU. See Sports, page
students and other
to
sold
chairperson, a SAFC member
interested organizations.
and two student senators will
His chip business has been
Calendar .................. page 5
conduct the evaluation.
successful at schools, with big
Classified ................ page 21
S en a t o r e Ie ct s t o t h e
sales at Dartmouth College and
Comics ................... page 18
committee will be appointed at
Editorial ................. page 12
neighboring high schools.
next week's Senate session. A
Encouraged by their initial
Features ........... pages 15,16
report concluding the
success, Borovich and
Notices .................... page 6
Tim Gernhart and Gerry Borovich. (Tim Skeer photo)
evaluation will be submitted by
Gernhart hope to increase their
Sports .......... pages 22,23,24 _early November.
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NEWS IN BRIEF·
INTER-NATIONAL.

Freestyle frisbee is becoming
something of an art form

90 bodies found in grave
SAN SALVADOR - The government of El Salvador has
declared a national emergency after floods killed at least 150
people Sunday and threatened more loss of lives.
Interior Minister Manuel Lopez Sermeno said Sunday that
he expects at least 500 people to die. Rain has reportedly
triggered mudslides and flooding in at least l O of the 14
country's provinces.

Flood ·claims 150 rvictims
BEIRUT - Red Cross workers have gathered at least 90
bodies from a mass grave in one of two refugee camps where
reportedly hundreds of civilians have been killed by Christian
PhaJang1sts.
. Two Israeli newspapers claimed yesterday that the Israeli
government knew.36 hours prior to the attack that Lebanese
Christian ~oldiers were murdering Moslem civilians. The
Israeli goyernment denied the reports.

NATIONAL
School pray~r-debated
WASHINGTON - Republican sources say that vote
counts taken last week indicate that Sen. Jesse Helms will
probably get the 60 votes he needs ' to limit debate on his
proposal to restore prayer in the classroom.
If the Republicans can do this, it means they can probably
force a direct vote, enabling them to push the bill through the
Senate.

By Maggie McKowen
Freestyle frisbee isn '.t
something you play in the park
or at a concert, it's a new art
form which combines juggling,
dance and gymnastics. And one
of the innovators of the new
discipline is UNH professor
Jonathan Barsky.
At 24, :S-arsky, a second year
hotel administration professor,
is the reiimin_g champion in the
state of New Hampshire and
last year won both the Maine
and Rhode Island state
championships.
"It's evolved in the last· five

summer camps, fairs, discos,
nightclubs and recently played
in front of more than 10,000
people a day at the World's
Fair in Noxville, Tennessee.
"People can't believe I put
this much time and effort into
the sport," said Barsky, "It's a
side job but I don't make a
living at it."
Only 20 people in the world
ea rn a I iv i n g p-1a y i n g
compditive. disc sports, said
Barsky.
.
"I don't call it a frisbee by the ·
way. Disc is the generic term,"
he said. "People always assume

y e ars: as: a brand new dis cipline,

that all diece nro fri obooo jus t

a dance element," said Barsky .
"fo the future, it will replace
warm up bands and it's already
been a special event at the
World's Fair.
·
Six months ago, he founded
and organized Freestyle for
Food, a club for world class
frisbee freestyle ·champions.
"Freestyle frisbee," explains
Barsky, "is an art sport. It's .
created from other art forms
like gymnastics, juggling an<l:
dance. Then it's choreographed
and put to music."
Barsky who started playing
disc sports in college, performs
with Freestyle for Food at

like all tissues are Kleenex."
· Each show is an opportunity
for Barsky to promote the upand-coming sport and to speak
to the public on the plight of
world hunger.
The-nutrition and marketing
expert is trying to raise money
to help solve the international
hunger problem. He donates a
percentage of Freestyle for
Foods' profits to the
Cooperative For American
Remittances Everywhere
(CARE).
·
"I think of a disk as floating
free. If people are free then they
should feel th_ey_ have a right1o

eat," he said. "I try to associate
part of my performance with
CARE. I talk to the audience
about world hunger before and
after each show and tell them
how CARE contributes 96
cents out of every dollar
donated to feed the hungry."
Hunger is a deep concern to
Barsky - the athlete and the
professor.
BARSKY, page 9

LOCAL
Break-ins plague Dairy Bar
U.NH - For the second time in six weeks; the UNH Dairy
Bar was burglarized Sunday night according to security
officials.
$1,800 in ~ash was missing from the Dairy Bar's safe
Monday morning but no means of entrance was visible.
Approximately $800 was taken from the bar Aug. 9 and
investigators have linked the two robberies.
Jonathan Barsky: professor and frisbee fan.

Blood drive begins
UNH - Jerry Stearns, blood chairman of the Durham
chapter of American Red Cross asked people to donate blood
this week saying blood programs are finding it difficult to
keep pace with demands.
The first blood drive _of the year began this week and will
run through Thursday from IO a.m. to 3 p.m. in the MUB.

Correction
Mike Libby is manager of Scorpio's II and Nicks. His name
was spelled incorrectly in Friday's issue of The New
Hampshire.

Ooudy and cool
will

Today
be cloudy and cool with a chance of rain today
and tonight. Tonight's lows will be. in the 50's, according to
• the National Weather Service in Concord.
Tomorrow, a chance of rain with highs in the 60's.

Director has an eye for detail
By Maggie McKowen
Nora Hussey ca tries a
notebook everywhere-- to
rehearsals, workshops and
opening night performances.
She's a director who takes note
of small, important details like
the difference between a yelp
and a groan and saying lines
with a smile.
The Ireland-born, chicagoraised women who saw the
associate director of theatre
this summer at the University
of New Hampshire directed the
New England premiere of
"'Waiting for the Parade·,, on
Sept. 15 at Boston's Nucleo
Eclettico Theatre.
The play, focuses on the lives
of five canadian women during
'
World War II.
Hussey and company had
been rehearsing since August
16, the day after she left
Durham.
At: UNH, besides teaching
for the summer theater
workshop, Hussey directed A

Midsummer Nights Dream, how to put the two together,"
The Drunkard and co-directed Hussy says.
The League of the Scarlet
When she's directing, Hussey
Pimpernel.
wears the hat of a parent:
Her hectic schedule included
"You get very protective of a
scene studies for the 16 student show. You nurture it. It's a
apprentices, staging and parental relationship. When
rehearsals.
the show's thrown out there it's
"l lost seven pounds," said basically like showing a child
Hussey. "I had to readapt my for the first time. You don't
style to a faster pace and put it want grandmother to go 'God
all together. When you first
it's ugly," she said.
start out it's hard to get your
Hussey was enthusiastic
feet on the ground."
about her work at UNH and
Hussey, 29, says she handled
the calm, country atmosphere
the combination teacher and which was so unlike the. city.
director posttion by role"It was restful to get up and
playing.
walk through the woods and
"I played a mom, a
come to work at an early hour,"
policeman and a shrink. You
Hussey said. "In New York you
have to push the right button
step out onto the pavement. It's
on some people to get them
a different way of life in New
started. There were some ' Hampshire. It's not as hectic as
students at exceptional levels
Boston, and Boston is not as
and some middle-of-the-road
hectic as New York."
'
talent. One student had worked
About returning to Durham
to fruition and was ready to go
next summer Hussey said. "I'd
on stage and another couldn't
DIRECTOR, page 11
even learn lines. I had to know
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Going off the .wall at ·co~ll

La Pointe
By M. L. Sleep
some opportunity for people By Larry
reading in my
remember
I
he
field
the
enter
to
want
who
field
the
in
outlook
The job
book that a lot
401
Psychology
'
of plant science is extremely said.
that the fear
good according to George 0. . The i~ea of directly getting of scientists believe
of falling
fear
the
and
heights
of
Estes, an associate professor of mto agriculture "should be on a
survival mechanisms we 're
are
basis,
part-time
or
small
plant science.
"What I promote in advising exploratory. Then set-up and born with.
I remember a picture of a
students is a strong basic test the market and go from
crawling over a glass
baby
program with a good science there."
"Growing up I often table. Half the glass was
background, chemistry, math,
reflected on just how self blocked by a board and , • / t
and physics," he said.
solid. Through the , , •. i .1
Some of the opportunities he sufficient we were. We had appeared
baby had a clear
the
half
other
listed that are available in the potatoes, dairy, beef, a garden,
field include sales, service, an orchard and burned wood view of the floor. Almost every
baby crawled away from the
research, extension work, entirely. We butchered both
drop-off and crawled back to ~ teaching, and the agricultural beef and pigs and went through
, ;/-t•
.
the -solid section.
chemical · industry. The the ritual of smoking meat and
the
of
one
was
I
Yesterday,
industry deals with fertilizers, preserving stuff from the
babies who crawled over the
growth regulators, and garden. We met 70-75 percent edge.
01 me rooa neeas I or me
pesticides.
I took part in the Fall
Here in the northeast, he family."
Clinic sponsored by
Rappelling
•
Self-sufficiency needs a
said, the landscape and
the Department of Military
ornamental field is growing, tremendous requirement of
Science. I thought it might be
although there is some risk time. We tend to · watch TV
fun to bounce down the side of
involved in the greenhouse .more. I tend to question the
the Field House Qn a rope. It
commitment of society--we are
industry due to heating costs.
was ~n easy thing to think since
"Crop farming still offers very conveniently fed with our
I had both feet on the ground.
instant foods.
"There's no reason anyone
As an example, Estes sited a
fall," Captain Leroy RUTC ~ember Paul Legere attempts the Australian style
should
recent article in Scientific
as another student drop. (Tim Skeer photo)
said
Herbel
America. At the beginning of
"I've never seen picked up a- clip, a pair of · all three of the loops around m:
safely.
landed
70
the nineteenth century
.,/
leather gloves to prevent waist.
fall."
anyone
percent of the work force
Captain Herbel had told m
and a short
burns,
friction
first.
the
be
to
want
didn't
I
worked on the farm. Today,
rope, which is tied around the that the clip had been designe
three percent not only feeds the · Captain Herbel explained that body.
to hold one ton, but I didn't lik
the
and
system
rope
double
the
population -b ut also produces
Lieutenant John the idea that the only thin
Second
the
when
brake
a
as
act
clip
la"rge surpluses for export.
man on the ground holding the Van Syckel took me step by · between me and a 20 foot dro
Much of our focus should be
step tying the rope around me. to the pavement was the squar
rope provided tension.
to cut out the middleman and
The rope went three times know and half hitch that held
that
me
told
Herbel
Captain
direct
of
concept
grow the
they use rappelling in ROTC to around my waist arid twice my diaper together.
marketing over the next 20
Sargent First Class Georg
build confidence . .He also told between my legs. Van Syckel
the
toward
is
trend
years. The
me the rope had to be tight Guerette gave me my final
told
"Australian
the
about
me
· small roadside stand and
Crawl," where a person and urged me to "go for the instructions. He told me that
·becoming mo;e and more
my right hand would do most
macho look."
face first.
descends
reliant on our own resources.
th~ work. I'd hold the rope
o~
tying
thro~gh
was
·
I
When
that
need
didn't
I
I decided
This takes research.
rope, I looked hke I was with 1t and keep my hand in the
the
time
first
my
confidence
much
"We started in 1862 with the
wearing a r_op~ diaper. The clip RAPPEL, page 18
out.
Land Grant College Act. It laid
the mam lme went around
for
and
stories
two
up
walked
I
for education
foundation
the research
120 vears ago," he. · _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,:-J
. and
GEORGE ESTES
PLANT, page 5

Escort service formed at Stoke

Trustees propose
a nutrition major

By Carol Sylvia
Is sexual harassment
increasing at U.N.H.?
According to Colleen Berry,
the president of Stoke Hall,
there are rumors spreading
throughout the college
community that are making
female students more aware of
the possibility that it is not safe

i_n terested in the nutrition field
By Patty Adams
Big changes are happening in will be seeing a lot of
the UNH department of Home expansion.
Economics. In previous years
there have been courses offered
in nutrition, but a proposal
now going before the Board of
Trustees calls for a seperate
Nutrition major.
The Nutrition major is still in
the planning stages, but
accord-~n g to Registrar
Stephame M. Thomas, the
change will allow UNH to
"Keep current with the latest
developments in the nutrition
field."
The nutrition major is
scheduled to begin in the 83-84
academic year. Personnel for
the program are still undecided
on , but classes for the most part
will be held in Taylor Hall.
According to Thomas, "in
the first couple of years there
won't be many changes", but
she expects the program to
attract more students.
· "Students applying to UNH
will now have the option of a
nutrition major consistent with
what's happening across the
country," she said.
The nutrition program is still
~n the proposal stage. However, ·
1f all goes well at the College .
Faculty meeting in the first ·
Sunlight shines over a leaning sunflower plant near UNH.
week of October, students

to walk alone on campus at
night.
From this heightened
awareness, a student-run escort
service was formed in Stoke
Hall in conjunction with the
Hall Council.
Berry said the need for the
student escorts is growing more
apparent. Although there have

· ------- .Autumn scene-

, ..

(Henry Barber photo) ·

only been one or two assaults
on campus, the most recent
occuring last week in the
college woods, the rumors of
these attacks spread feverishly.
These rumors are causing the
female student body to remain
apprehensive about walking
alone at night.
Berry, one of the chief
organizers of - the student
· Escort Service, explained the
program to all male students
returning to Stoke Hall. She ,
asked them to volunteer to be
escorts. To date she has a list of
more than sixty (60) names that
are posted next to all the floor
phones in Stoke Hall.
According to their posted
signs, the Escort Service has
been established by the men of
Stoke Hall in.conjunction with
the Hall Council. These men
have volunteered to accompany women when they are
uncomfortable walking on
campus alone: to late night
classes, to meetings or to the
homes of friends."
The sign further emphasizes
that the issue of sexual
harassment is not one to be
taken lightly.
If the Escort Service, which
was used tentatively half-way
through last year, works out
well, lhe other large dorms on
campus will be encouraged to
formulate their own directory
of names.
A need for this service was
expressed since the campus
SERVICE, page 7
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Officer injured in· scuffle
EXCUSES FOR NONFEMINISTS .
.. J already am liberated

A Department of Public
Safety officer was injured while
assisting the Durham Police
Department on Friday,
according to the UNH Public
Safety Division.
Puring a scuffle while
arresting an individual, the
officer's arm came in contact
with the pavement causing a
possible hair-line fracture and
p(?ssible mus_cle and ligament

._..1 'm a man, I don't need equality

... All Feminists are lesbians

Police News

.. .I don't hate men
damage. He was taken to the
Oover

FREE
YOURSELF FROM THESE MYTHS
Lunch Discussi~n

Thursday, Sept. 23 at 12:30

Free Coffee

·

Sullivan Room, MUB

H o~pit~l

ernergenoy

for illegal possession of
A Merrimack, N.H. resident
alcohol. He is scheduled to was arrested and issued a
appear in the Durham Distric ·summons for the Open
Court on Sept. 24.
.
Container Ordinance. He is
Public Safety Officer·s ·were scheduled to appear in Durham
dispatched early Saturday District Court on Sept. 24.
morning to Williamson Hall for
A resident of Forest Park
a false fire alarm. The alarm was contacted by the
was set off by the dry chemical . Department of Public Safety in
from a discharged fire reference to his vehicle which
extinguisher.
was parked in Lot A. The
Also on Saturday, a resident · v.e hicle right vent window wa~
of Devine Hall reported that broken out and the instrument
two full length mirrors had panel was broken out of the
been taken on Friday. Also dashboard causing extensive
missing from the hall were two damage.
fire extinguishers. Value of the
On Sunday, a student
mirrors is estimated at $25.00 received medical treatment at
each; value of extinguishers are Hood House for a puncture
wound to the lower back.
$30.00 each .

room to be checked.
Also on Friday, an employee
of the University called to
report that the UNH sticker
(permit) which she had
purchased from the Department of Public Safety had been
removed from her vehicle
which was parked in Lot F.
-A University student was
issued two separate summonses
on Friday. Both offenses were

Th~ New Hampshire

Today is your Last Chance for:

Consumer Board
New Members Invited
Opportunities for Board Members:

Contact Your Campus Coordinator
Jillaine Hansen
26 Young· Drive
-Tel: 868-1294
For More Information

."The GlobeSherer' '

Represent health concerns of students,
understanding of the health care
influence and improve the student
services, advocate consumerism and
education, gain experience for
advancement.

gain an
system,
health
health
career·

Organizationai Meeting

..,.

For

Wed. Sept. 22, 1982
5 pm
Notch Room, MUB

information contact Steve Dieleman, Health
Education Center, Hood House, VNH 862-1987

.......

MUSO FILM SERIES PRESENTS ...

SUCH A GORGEOUS KID LIKE
ME

students
tor

RacucHng

(*a black com~dy
directed by Francois Truffaut)

Organizational Meeting

In French with
English subtitles ·

A naive _young scholar becomes invovled · with a longlegged, innocent looking, f oul-moutbed beauty who uses
her body and the fine art'of murder as a stepping stone
to fame and fortune.
Thrusday, September 23

Strafford Room, MUB
Admission: $1.00

*----------- ------~
.

I

Tuesday, Sept. 21
7:00 p.m.
Hamilton-Smith (rm. 127)

If unable to make meeting...
Call Jill
868-2962

P.A:GE FIVt
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said. "The problem today is the
money going into research has
been level for 20 years. The
long term effect could be
severe. You have to look past
the year 2000.
"Many contributions (fro111
research) will take at least 10
years. Unless we plan ahead
and finance this research we .
will find ourselves in a much
weaker position then we are
now at."
The research process is very
involved. An idea or need is
established. Then funding must
be sought, he said. It is either
private, federal, or state. It
involves faculty, graduate and
undergraduate students, and
technicians. The experiment is
designed and a loc·a tion is
found. Data is coHeccecJ amt
analysed.
The most important aspect
of the experiment, Estes
emphasizes, is the transfer of
the technology to industry,
farmers and small gardeners by
the Cooperative Extension
Service. This is done through
seminars, publications and
farm visits to carry the
information out to the people
who use it.
"We have two research farms
and greenhouses (at UNH),"he
said. "In lieu of branch stations
we work with the farmers
directly. They can directly see
the results by going in to their
field and they share the
machinery. It is a great savings
to the state.
Estes knowledge of farm life
comes from first-hand
experience.
"I grew up on a potato/ dairy
farm in Aroostook County.
Back in the forties almost every
one had some animals. The
emphasis was on potatoes as
the major cash crop," he said.
When I was growing up I had
a disdain for picking potatoes,"
Estes said. "School would let
out for three weeks and we'd
pick potatoes. I think it was
when I was about five years old
I was given my first potato
basket. When you were done at
home you worked for the
neighbors."
.. It was the age old story of
the fork in the road. Growing
up on a farm I was destined to
pursue agriculture. In my
freshman year I took a course
on soil in college with a very
stimulating professor. My
sophomore year I switched
from agricultural engineering
and went into agronomy
(science of soil management).
I've been there ·ever since," he
said.
After graduating from the
University of Maine in 1960
with both his Bachelor and
Masters degrees: Estes taught
in both high school and
technical college before
returning to school himself. In
1969 he received his Ph.D.
from the University of Oregon.
Since then he has been
employed at UNH in a 50/ 50
teaching and research position.
Half of his time is spent
teaching. Some of his classes
include the Introduction to
Plant Science, Plant Nutrit_ion,
and Radioisotope Techniques
for Life Sciences.
"The other half is in the lab,
the greenhouse and out in the
field. My primary emphasis is

_____

_..._

in agronomic plant nutrition,
using primarily alfalfa and
corn. Being the only person in
the department working on
nutrition I get a lot of
miscellaneous categories such
as soil fertility. Even though I
call myself an agronomist it
carries over into other areas as
well. Our research objective is
to make us less dependent on
imported feeds and mid western
~rains by doing a better iob
growing our own feeds."
'

All of this hinges on further
research, and the money
necessary for this research.
"The Land Grant College is a
heritage. Lincoln signed the act
during the war even with other
things on his mind. We are
neglecting that heritage," he
said.
"We haven't had a real food
crisis, whether from disaster,
weather, bugs, etcetera. It is
unfortunate that we seem to
need a crisis to become aware."
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immediately. POSTl"vfASTCR. :>l.llU adJ,_,.,., d1an5C" to . Tire _Nc..Hampshire, 151 M UB. UNH, (?urham, NH,_ 03824. I I.000 copies per issue
printed by Journal Tribune, Biddeford Mame .

FINAL OFFER
Make us an offer we can't
refuse on our remaining
summer clearance stock!
And come in and gear up-for
falL

WHOLLY MACRO!
Open Every Day
436-8887

89 Market St.
Portsmouth

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review: Abeles,
Balderacchi, Laurent; and 3 Generations: Evans, Frank,
Papageorge. Paul Creative Arts Center. Monday-Wednesday 10
a.m.-4 p.m.; Thursday !O a.m.-8 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 1-5
p.m.; closed Fridays and University holidays.
MUB MINICOURSE REGISTRATION: Programming Office,
Rm. 126, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-noon and 1-4 p.m. through Sept.
23.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Give a Birthday Gift
on Durham's 250th." Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10 am3 pm through Sept. 23.
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: Patsy Schweikart: Science
and Technology in Feminist Utopia. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room,
Memorial Union, 12:30-2:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY CONVOCATION: All students, faculty and staff
are invited to attend this inauguration of the 1982-83 academic year.
Field House, 1-2 p.m.
AMLL FILM--"Stroszek" (Werner Herzog). Room 303, James 4
p.m.

WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER22
MUB MINICOURSE REGISTRATION: Pro$ramming Office,
Rm. 120, Memortal union, 9 am-noon and 1-4 p.m. through Stpl.
23.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Give a Birthday Gift
on Durham's 250th." Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10
.
a.m.-3 p.m. though Sept. 23.
PLANT SALE: Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.5 p.m. through Sept. 24.
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: vs. Yale. New Hampshire Hall, 3:30
..
p.m.
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: vs. Bowdoin. Field House, 3:30
p.m.
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review through Oct.
20.
FRENCH LECTURE/FILM SERIES: "Shadowman."Room I 10,
M urkland, 7 p. m. $1.

THURSDAY, September 23
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review through Oct.
20.
MUB MINI-COURSE REGISTRATION: Programming Office,
Room 126, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-noon and 1-4 p.m.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Give a Birthday Gift
on Durham's 250th." Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10
a.m.-3 p.m.
PLANT SALE: Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.5 p.m. through Sept. 24.
MUSO FILM: "Such a Gorgeous Kid Like Me." Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1.
FACULTY RECITAL: Christopher Kies, piano. Johnson Theater,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: The Now Sound Express. The Now Sound Express
plays the best in recorded music with a newies show on Thursdays
and an oldies show on Sundays. Contests and give-aways.
Sponsored by MUSO. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. 50¢. 18 years and
older welcome. UNH ID and proof of age required.

FRIDAY, September 24

Prescription
Eyeglasses*

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review through Oct.
20.
DEADLINE: Last day to file Intent to Graduate for December
graduation.
Last day to add courses without dean's approval and without $10
late add fee.
Undergraduates: Last day to choose Pass/ Fail grading
alternative.
PLANT SALE: Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.5 p.m.
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: vs. Harvard. New Hampshire Hall,
·
3:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S TENNIS: vs. UMaine, Orono. Field House, 3:30 p.m.

MONDAY, September 27
SK I TR IP: Open meeting for those interested in a possible trip to the
Arlberg region in Austria and Davos, Switzerland via Zurich from
Jan. 7-23, 1983. Room 207, Murkland, 7:30 p.m.

TKE
8

30

8

46

8

52 s59

•includes. contemporary frames. Tints, oversize
and stronger prescriptions slightly extra. With
designer and metal frames $10 more.
At Lunette Optlque we believe. the price
people pay for eyewear la too high. Before you flll

some

your preacrtptlon elaewhere, compare and 188 ue
for the lowest prices, largest frame selection and
the fastest service In the area.

I·Ll.JNEITE OPTIQUE I
LICENSED OPTICIANS

Septemberfest
f ea tu ring the sour,d of

7/R§J]p2B/
Friday, September 24, 1982
6 PM-12 PM
Food & Refreshments· Served
Admission: $4.00
. in advance only

466 CENTRAL A VE. UPPER SQUARE, DOVER

749-2094/N.H. WATTS 800-582-7337
20% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS & SENIOR CITIZENS
WILL NOT APPLY ON SALES & CONTACl'S

• No One Under 20 Admitted•
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,_ ___BOOKSTORE .- --

OllCES.~~
ACADEMIC
SCHOLARSHIPS: Three $600 scholarships
av~ilable in fields of Plant Science, Forestry or
alhed fields. Sponsored by N.H. Federation of
Garden Clubs.. Ap,.pJications in Taylor Hall, Dean's
Office. Submit by ·Oct. I st.
.

ATHLETICS&. RECREATION
GRADUATE STUDENT, FACULTY AND'
STAFF CO-REC VOLLEYBALL ROSTERS
DUE: Entry rosters due Monday, Sept. 27 at 4:30
p.m. in Rec. Sports Dept., Field House. Roster
forms available in Rm. 151,Field House or
'--~mmuter Genter, Memorial Union. If you do not ·
wish to enter a team but would like to be added to a
team, you may sign up in either location. For
additional info, consult your Rec. Sports
Calendar, call Rec. Sports Hot Line at 2-1528 or
come to Rm. 151, Field House.

CAREER
RESUME CRITIQUE: Feedback on final draft
resumes on first-come / first-served _basis.
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement.
Friday, Sept. 24, Rm. 203, Huddleston, I:30-4:30
om.

A
EETING: For all those interested in science,
Jiction, fantasy and horror. Tuesday,; SqpL 2'1:( t
Carroll Rm., Memorial Union, 7-8 pm.
"' ., ~ :
· JNTERVARSITY. CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
MEETING: Brad Trudeau will speak. Wednesday,
Sept. 22, Merrimack Rm., Memorial Union, 6:30.
CHESS, CLUB MEETING: First meeting of
semes.ter. Chess equipment provided. Wednesday,
Sept. 22, Rm. 53, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
HIKING / BACKPACKING INTEREST
MEETING: Help organize hiking or backpacking
trips this fall. Sp_onsored by NH Outing Club.
Wednesday, Sept. 22, NH Outing Club office, Rm.
129, Memorial Union, 7 p.m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION:
Weekly meeting Thursdays, Notch Rm. , Memorial
Union, 12:30 p.m.
J.
COOL AID: INTRODUCTION MEETING
FOR NEW MEMBERS: Looking for capable &
responsible new members. Thursday, Sept. 23 ,
Rm. 217, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
PROTESTANT STUDENT GATHERING
MEETING: Freshmen welcome. Thursday, Sept.
2-.l , Forum Rm., Library; 1 p.m. ,
.
·

· - - ..~- (eontinued from page I)
"P!aJUM~H Bookstore is one alternative to the big
of-the -finest bookstores north bookstore.
of Boston, offering a - fine ~.. -Ttfe geQeml !'o pini'ort .is· that
selection of titles in their the competition is good.
Hewitt Hall location.
Students should have a choice
Senior David Drukker said, when buying expensive
.. They hav,e a ~- great poetry textbooks, and prices should be
section. They have some as low as possible. Although
amazing stuff there.••
· ~% on books isn •t much when
They also support the compared to the expenses of a
Exchange because it is a small college education, every little
business and offers students the bit helps

READ

The New _Hampshire

COUNSELING & TESTING
NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS GETTOGI:'.TllER.: Child oaro i~ a vailable.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING ORGANIZA-·
TIONAL MEETING: Meeting open to anyone
interested in learning about recycling or helping to ·
make it a success on campus. Tuesday, Sept. 21,
Hamilton Smith, MUB, 7 p.m. If interested and
unable to attend, call Jill at 868-2962.
JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: Beginners
welcome to learn to juggle. Wednesdays ,
Memorial Union, 7-11 p.m.
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: A time for fun,
learning and fellowship. Sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ. Tuesdays, rm. 2 IO, Horton
Social Science, 7-8:30 p.m.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
MEETING: Wednesday, Sept. 22, Merrimack
Rm. Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m.
GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Coop
offers variety of whole grains, cheeses, teas, spices,
produce & other items in friendly atmosphere.
Meets every Tuesday this fall. Tuesday, Sept. 21, ·
Strafford Rm., Memorial Union, 4:30-7 p.m.
Membership fee $6/ semester, $IO/ year.
SCIENCE FICTION Cl 1JR ORGANIZATION-

ru1

lllUl (;

information call Cynthia Shar at 862-2090.
Sponsored by Counseling and Testing Center.
Tuesday, Sept. 28, Alumni Center, 4-6 p.m.

His album "New Hampshire"
is on the Fishtraks lable ...
He appears regularly in our
Wildwood Lounge .. .
JOHN PERRAULT
Singer /Songwriter
will be here to entertain
you on the
evening of
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
From 8 :30 PM until closing.
There's never a cover charge.

GENERAL
LOST AND FOUND SALE: Wednesday, Sept.
22, Information Center, Memorial Union, 8 a.m.:..2
p.m.
COMPUTER SEARCH DEMONSTRATION:
Graduate students, faculty and others invited to
demonstration of Dialog System. Learn about
•service and suggest topics for brief sample
searches. Wednesday & Thursday, Sept. 22 & 23,
Reference Area, Library, 2-4 p.m.
SKI TRIP: Open meeting for those interested in a
possible trip to the Arlberg region of Austia and
Davos, Switzerland via Zurich from Jan. 7-23,.
1983. Sept. 27, Room 207, Murkland, 7:30 p.m.
BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION FOR WEIGHT
CONTROL: Ten week program will utilize
behavior modification and counseling techniques.
Sponsored by He~lth Services. Program begins
Thursday, Oct. 7, Hood House Conference Room.
7-9 p.m. Call 862-1513 prior to Oct. 7 for an
interview.

FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES
TEAMS, CLUBS...
.
( or any other group)
Clippership Lounge will be held open
one or two nights a week
exclusively for your use.
Dance Floor - Large Screen T.V.
Full Cocktail Lounge

Wildwood
at the.new england ccntct

SUBSCRIBE!

lounge

The New Hampshire

X:(Ml p. m . - I :OOa .m .

659 -5 124
::!O :\onh Main St.

Wed. 1-ri. and Sat.
O pen other h e, . lor
Cicneral l' uhl ic ·

\ c·,1111.ir~ c·t. \ . H.

~······························ ······························· ······························· ····~.

muso

PHOTOSC HOOL AND
DARKROO MS
Excellent instruction in beginning and advance photography
3 spacious darkrooms complete with all equipment for black &
white developing
enrollment in a class gives you semester darkroom ·use

LAST DAY TO REGISTER IS TOMORROW---~
SEPTEMBER 22
Darkroom $30.00 per s~rilester
photoschool $40.00 per semester

Aerobic Exercise• Auto Repair• Ballroom Dancing
Batik• Bellydancing • Bike Maintenance & Repair
Blues Harmonica • Blues Harmonica II
Calligraphy• Counted Cross-Stitch• Exer-Dance I
Exer-Dance II• Folk Fiddling I• Folk Fiddling II
Guitar I • Guitar II • Magic for Beginners
Reading & Writing Music• Quilt ing
Self-Defense for Women • Sign Language I
Sign Language II • Decorative Stenciling
Tai Chi Chuan • Yoga
Registration:
.
Tues., Wed. & Thurs. September 21 , 22 & 23
9 am - 12 noon & 1 pm - 4 pm
Student Activities Pr ogramming Office
Room 126, Memorial Union (MUB), 862-1001
Fee Due at Registration

.

Register in the MUSO office--Room 148 MUB
or call 2-1485
.

t_,4k;J"u· <6outJeJ ·
.

········· ········· ······························· ······························· ·················=

Fall, 1982
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Songwriter
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(continued from pa1e 3)

security officers are very busy;
and could not escort every
student. Although that option
is open to students. Berry hopes
that the females will be
encouraged to use the student
service.
Bill Jacques. a Resident
Assistant for Stoke · Hall,
participated in the escort
service last year. He said some
people were reluctant to use the ·
service, but more often than
not. a girl would recognize a
name on the list, and call that
male to escort her .
..The list made girls aware of
the guys that were . willing to
escort them." said Jacques,
••and it is not inconvenience at
· all to be called."
Berry hopes that the female
student will not be wary of
using the escorts because they
are available, and are willing to
provide the service.
She said this will make the
females aware of the problem,
and even more aware of the
availability of concerned male
students who are willing to
provide escorting.

l ·Women/or Higher Education
·

has moved to
.
Batcheller House - 2nd floor
Rosemary Lane

CORMAC McCARTHY
WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER22
AND THURSDAY

SEPTEMBER 23
8:30 PM UNTIL CLOSING
NEVER A COVER CHARGE

If you are a woman returning to 'school and

would like information or assistarJ,ce, come in
or call for an appointment ,

Wildwood

lounge .

· atlhC new e ~ ccntet

862-2350 - 9:00AM - 3:00PM - Mon.- Thurs.

This calculator thinks business.
The TI Student Business Analyst
If there's one thing undergrad

Crossword answers

It all means you spend less
time calculating, and more
business students have always
needed, this is it: an affordable, time learning. One keystroke
business-oriented calculator.
takes the place of many.
The Student Business Analyst.
The calculator is just part
Its built,iri business formulas
let you perform complicated
finance, accounting and
statistical functions-the ones
that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of reference
books, like present and future
value calculations, amortiza,
tions and balloon payments.

of the package. You also get
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of.calculator and classroom.
A powerful combination.
Think business. ~
With the Student
Business Analyst.

TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
© 1982 Texas Instruments

I
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Put your money where
your Heart is.

-S TUDENT FITNESS SPECIAL

s75

· •7 Day Week Fitness Room Privileges 17 Nautilus machines
Universal and comput~rized life-cycle training.
'
•Racquetball reservation privileges
•Sauna & whirlpool in each locker room
• •Towel and day locker service
·
•Low court fees
•New,. safe European
suntannia,g available.
for 12 _g~E:at _weeks
·
No 1mt1at1on fee

.
-he
NOi'

t.

O

Amer1can
.
Heart
Association

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

The air-conditioned club,
restaurant and full-service
lounge - open for your
convenience 7 days a week.

A RACQUETBALL AND NAUTILUS FITNESS CLUB
·246 Route 16 • Somersworth
2 miles North of Weeks Traffic Circle ·

742-2163

GET

WITH ITI
The New Hampshire

YOUNG'S

•

·--?.:.

.·;

l,

:'? ~'.

,}

This W~ek's Special
Small
Blueberry
Butter
Tea or

,
'tv<,.

$1.84

,•

-..::.:..··,:;:.::'Y'

•

·:• ·

i

special 6:00 a.m.-11:30 a.m.

Get to the answers faster. With theTI-55-II.
What you need to tackle the
higher mathematics of a science
or engineering curriculum are
more functions-more func,
tions than a simple slide,rule
calculator has.
Enter the TI,55,ll, with 112
powerful functions. You can
work faster and more accurate,
1y with the TI,55,ll, because it's
preprogrammed to perform
complex calculations-like de,
finite integrals, linear regression

Juice
Pancakes
Syrup
Coffee

at\d hyberbolics-at the touch the entire formula.
of a button. And it can also be
Included is the Calculator
programmed to do repetitive
Decision,Making Sourcebook.
problems without re,entering It makes the process of using
the TI,55,ll even simpler, and
shows you how to use all the
power of the calculator.
Get to the answers ~
faster. Let a TI,55,Il
show you how.

'TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
© 1982 Texas lmtrumcnts

WHITEHOUSE
OPTICIANS
INC

Designing .
Prescription
Glasses
for over
70 years
742-1744

• ) - ,

_. ~
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OLD. FARM ·PUB

---BARSKY-- (continued from page 2)
Dwight Ladd, dean of the pr~fits or nothing at all, Barsky
hotel program at UNH, and s~ 1 ~.
Associate Professor Melvin A.
..I'm trying to show them the
Sandler gave Barsky enough long and sh~rt ter!Il benefits. If
support and flexibility to they advertise their support of
maintain a diverse academic charities people will associate
program in his class.
- that with the hotel's name. And
His hospitality marketing each contribution will save
classes conduct free, profes-: them thousands in taxes," he
sional studies of hotels to help says.
improve their promotional,
••1. remember whi_le growing
sales, mail and advertising up m New York m Hebrew
programs.
school," says the champion
But, in addition to these athlete and educator, .. there
studies, Barsky is trying to was !!O. \\'.~rd ,for charity only
convince commercial hotel respons1b1hty.
chains to take advantage of
President Reagan's ten percent
club- a program which allows
companies to deduct up to ten
percent of their tax bill if
they've contributed that sum of
money to a charity.
Most companies contribute
51-53 Main Street
either one percent of their

GET
. WITH ITI

"HAP-PY HOUR"
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

The New Hampshire
34 Locust St., Dover
742-9808
Members and Guests Onli
Open 6 PM Daily

...-----~--Ill"/

MUSO
presents:

CARE PHARMACY
INC.

Durham
OPEN Mon. - Sat. 9-6

-PROGRAM<continued from page 1)

advisory committee made up of
members from the contributing
indus~ries to I?romote a longterm mterest m the CADAG
center and · give UNH useful
feedback, said Sproul.
The brochure should be
completed within the next six
weeks.
No definite· place has been.
chosen for the ·· CADAG
system, but space allocation
studies have begun,Sproul .
said.

868-2280 .
Your
Neighborhood
,Pharmacy
•Greeting Cards
•Russel Stover Candies
•Gifts & Cosmetics
. For Your Convenience
Our
Dover (749-0511) ·
- And
Rochester (332-4281 J
Stores Are Open
. 7 Days A Wee-k
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Thursday, September 23 and
Sunday, September 26
Doors open at 8:00

.,

UNH ID/Proof of age required _

Admission: 50¢

.•..•...•..•..............•...•.......•.•.••.•...•.•....•....•...•....••••••.•••..•...
....
.....
..•·
....
PROFESSIONAL
...
....
consULTATIOII SERVICE
~

RECREATION AL
SAILING

.

RESUME

,

.BY APPOIIITfflEIIT OIILY

CLUB

We - offer personal, professional and dependable
service, because we care and understand the
1mportance of a resume - especially yours!
In addition, we offer typesetting, typing and
complete printing and photo copy services .. We use
only the very best in materials, when it come to your
resume.

..
...
..

fflAY IUE BE
OF SERVICE TO YOU?-

Organization Meeting
Tuesday, September 21, 1982 at 7:30 p.m.
in Hillsboro Room, MUB
·

CAMJ>LJS COPY
OF DURHAM

Open to all full-time UNH undergraduate students
and grad students,. faculty & staff with .recreation
passes. Instruction will also be availabl~.
For additional information, call the Recreational
Sports Office, Room 151, Field House -862-2031"

47 MAIN S_
TREET, DURHAM, N.H. 03824

..
:

603-86~-2450-

.
.
······························································ ····················

,
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CU-TOM

T-SHIRT

PRINTING .

~~\Vi?lf

Businesses, clubs, organizations

·11ats, tcKes, golf shirts,

~D~il{]04)z? -

.

sweatsti~
Many styles available
No order toosniall

®@~DD&~Q

N~H. PRINTWORKS ·
3131 Lafayette Road
· Portsmouth, N. H. 03801"

• .·

PETER C. GREIDER
603-431-8319

Work Study
Position A vailahle in the
Counseling and
Center

Testing

For a Nontraditi.o nal Student
To work with Nontraditional
Students

@□~~

W@~~ @>Ol?'ii &if

if(}{]lg ID1ID~™1~

Call Cynthia Star 862-2090

20
The name
.
.

says it

~l1,@©I!)

~o~m:

Cents

o o o

OFF

The $1.40 Breakfast Specials
at The MUB Cafeteria ·
(with this ad)

all.

OPEN.RUSH
Thursday, Septeniber 23, 1982

Breakfast specials include choice ofany 2 regular
size beverages (coffee, juice, milk, tea, hot ·
chocolate, etc.

8 pni to 10 pni

Refreshnients served

The house
does it
all. -

20t off offer is good until Tuesday Sept. 28, 1982
Present this ad .at cash register and get the
$1.40 Breakfast Special for $1.20.

-

'

..

~

..... -

'

.,.
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- - - - - D I R E C T O R - - - - - ciU'RHAM BIKE _~.· ·_.·... .,. _. .·_
<continued .from page 2)
love to see how they (the
theatre administration) feel
, a bout it."
Hussey has been on the move
during her life and career. She
came to the United States from
Ireland when she was five.
· After graduating with a special
honors degree .from Chicago's
Mundelin College, she worked
off-Broadway in New York and
freelanced · in Boston.
"Freelancing is great. You
meet a lot of people. It keeps
your adrenaline going," she
says.
.
She also founded and
directed the Manhattan
Conservatory Theatre.
"I worked with a company of
eleven people. I filled every
function aml hall uvcilapping
duties. It was on-the-spot,
hands-on work. That was
theater space which was
basically homeplate for me."

One of her special theatrical
abilities is being her own dialect
_coach for Irish and Scottish
acl;ents. The model thin
brunette left Ireland when she
was only five Y.ears old_,but has a
vast knowledge of the country
dialects.
Hussey says she misses
working with one, steady group
of actors .. Her ultimate goal is

to start her own- theatre in
Boston.
i
"The best work is done in a
company situation, and
ensemble group," she says
clutching her notebook, adding
that, toward the goal of her
own theater, she soon will be
looking for "a group of people
who are emotionally suited to
one another."

WITH ITI
T~e New Hampshire

Ultimate· Touring Bike

BAI
29 MAIN STRE! T 0 -URMAM,N.H. ,ca.7051 /

-

_

~~t up to yo~r specifications .

Computer frame fitting ·&_custom gearing

Cannondale
book bags
.S.J-495 s995
: reg. sale

Roleto & Edsbyn road skis
· Bicycles; Trek, Fuji. Windsor, Lotus
. ~vocet, BeJkCannondale
Repair. and Service on all makes
Mon _ Fri 9 _5 Locks - Cables - Bars
Sat 9-3

Jenkins ·court
Durham. N.H . 03824 ·

Phone: 603-868-5634

r•>-••-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-,·-··-•>-•>-••-,,-..- . ~··--··,
i
i
I
i
1
ii

i

I

Ii .

I

!
I Feminist Counseling with 1
i
!

Tables
Chairs
Big Screen T. V.

I

:

intern-grad student

:
i

!I
:
!
I
i

.i

II

I

.~r'all: 862-5542 Ask for Nick or Mike
.._____________________ I:
.1

I
I

I
i

TIME: Monday and Tuesday mornings I
or call for appointment any time.
TOPIC~: Any feminist problem, rape, !
health, sexuality, abortion.
!
I
PHONE: 862-1968
i

i

1

.

- ~ , , . . . . ,~. .,1 . . . . ,, . . . . ,, . . . , . . . . . . . . . . ,, . . . . ,, . . . . ,, . . . . ,, . . . . ,, . . . .

.I -

.
'J,,.-.c ..... c, ....,, .....,.....,....,,......_ .

MUSO ROCKS
YOU INTO A
WILD ·WEEKEND
WITH ...

Friday, September 24
Admission: $2.25

W edllesday, September -22
8-10 p.lll.
Come over and meet the brothers!
10 Madbury Road
-(Across from Scorpio's)

i
ii

Announces

Barbara Athens,

R ejreshments Served

1

------

I

LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

i

omen)
Center

FOR SALE:
/

GET

TREK 728
· TAEK 614

Saturday, September 25
Admission: $2.00
I

IN THE MUB PUB
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Editorial
Karivan in the future
The University seems to have fared
reasonably well by subcontracting the Karivan
bus service to the private Timberland
Company, but officials must remain alert and
- continue to look out tor students in the coming
years.
Understandably, some students don't like
the rate increases. But the new system is the
only sensible one: UNH was operating at a
$250,000 deficit last year and increased ticket
prices, increased tuition, or both were
inevitable.
And even though the bus service -- until last
year only available to UNH students -- is now

under different management, future price
increases will be determined by . University
officials, according to Frank Bachich, vice
president of financial affairs and
administration. Hopefully no more rate hikes
will be required in the near future.
UNH doesn't run the Karivan system for
profit; while private bus companies would
simply increase fares to make a profit, or
discontinue an unprofitable run, the
University is responsible to its large commuter
population.
University officials should also use their
influence in making sure routes like the Exeter

run -- aren't dropped because fewer students
require bus service. Again, the University is
responsible to students.
In pa-st years the Karivan service was a good
one. It would be unfortunate if even the little
things -- like running extra busses to and from
the Newington Mall during Christmas
shopping rush -- were lost now.
To go public with the Kari van was
financially sound, and University officials
showed last week at a discussion with
commuters they are concerned that the service
continue to serve students. Hopefully, even in
two or three years, it will still be that way.

Letters
College radio is supposed to be
too.
And as for "a complicated
mixture of both popular and
obscure music through the day" ...
that is our whole objective. To play
To the Editor:
music that . is popular and music
. Unsigned editorials are always
that people wouldn't normally be
nice to read ... but shows the person
exposed to. That's called learning
doesn't have the balls to stand
new things. Isn't that why we're at
behind what they say. The editorial
college?
I'm referring to was published in
Nobody has checked into the
the Friday, September 17th e<;lition
books at WUNH-FM since last
...
Hampshire
New
The
of
May .. and I don't know when they
"Checking Out the Freewaves."
did before that. But yet Mr. / Ms.
"WUN f1, however, deserves an
editor is worried that there are
investigation" and isn't that nice?
dangeqrns problems in the
Let's decide what should be done
spenq_ing of the money. How the
before we know anything that goes
hell do you know? on. "It isn't serving the majority of
For general information an
the students" oh, really... and
investigation was held last fall by
could you please show us the proof the Student Senate and the
you have to back that statement?
observer assigend to WUNH was
I'm sure we at the Freewaves and
none other than T. Spencer
some of our avid listeners would
Wright, the Vice-President of the
love to see the proof. Written, of
student body. He concluded that
course and well documented .
WUNH was doing a very good job.
"WUNH lacks structure." and
Isn't his opinion good enough?
Mr/ Ms. editorialist, have you ever
And if you're so worried about
talked
or
station
radio
the
in
been
wasting student money, why don't
to any members of the executive · we just investigate the radio
hoard? Or perhaps since you seem
station, again. It's only been done
to be aware of everything that
three times in the last four years. If
happens at the waves you could
anyone would. care to see the letter
tell us what we should do .
from Spenny, drop by the Student
"They have never polled
Senate. Their files are supposed to
students to see what kind of music
be open to all students.
is wanted." Did you go to
The timing of the editorial was
registration this year? Did you
perfect. It left no chance for
happen to see a booth marked
WUNH to fight back the slurs and
WlJNH with people at the booth
accusations before the Senate
( our general manager for one)
meeting. Let's make sure we push
with surveys to find out what
this investigation through . But I'm
st aents want to hear and what
sure that just because Jim Singer
- they like? Where was The New
who is the SAFC chairman and the
Hampshire? Where were members
person suggesting this investigaof the student senate? Isn't it
tion is the business manager of The
important enough to go to
New Hampshire had nothing to do
registration and welcome students
with the timing or the content. Did
ba·ck to school and ask them to
it, Jim? We do things fairly here at
come to new people's meetings and
the Old State U.
say hi? Or are they too busy at the
Thanks for your time . . .
New Hampster and Student
Progressively yours
Senate? Don't they care what
Lori Dowd
students think about how those
An avid listener.
organizations spend their portion
of the activity fee?
If you want popular music listen
to WERZ, WGIR or WCOZ.
College is a learning experience ..

WUNH

•

Writing letters to the Editor
!.,•flff., to th<' l:ditor .fur ,,uhlicatiun in '/11<' ;\°('II' //(111111.,l,ire
111wt he .,igncd and no longi'f than 11, ·o /){fg l'., t_1ped. douhll' .\/Jllci'd
!.,·lier., 111<1_1' he hrought tu Ruo111 15 I in the Ml B. ur 111aill'd to:
l:ditur. 1/1(' i\'e11 ·· lla1111,.,hil'l'. Room !51. JI l B . l ..\' II. /)11r/w111 .
.\' II. 03X.!.f..

To the Editor:
The narrowmindedness and
rancor of your editorial on WUNH
appalled me, anp may·easily come
back to haunt you. Does the New
Hampshire regularly poll its
readers and offer stories only on
subjects most popular with
undergraduates? Would you really
want WUNH to play only top-40
rock, as do most stations that
pander only to popularity?
Of course WUNH should serve
unde·rgraduates most of the time,
and it does: it is-primarily a rock
station. If you don't like the rock
they play, they're always glad to be
told what you do want to hear.
But there are a lot of people both
on campus and off who like rock
and jazz or classical or blues or
reggae. Any radio tuned to
WUNH could just as easily tune in
the big hits on commercial rock
stations. Those of us who listen to
WUNH do so precisely because it
is different. It provides an
impressive variety of music· and
services, and its jazz shows are the
best I know of in this area.
I appreciate WUNH both as a
Durham resident and as a UNH
instructor. As a Durham resident,
I help support the station just as
residents help support WENHTV. I also use both the station's
information and their music in my
classes, and I've found that once
students are made aware of the
station's published schedules, they,
too , tune it in often.
WUNH is an alternative--both
for the students who keep it going
and for its audience. In a state as
conservative and culturally
isolated as New Hampshire, if the
University doesn't support
alternatives, they'll simply
disappear.
Brock Dethier

alternative is worth more to me
than my portion of the Student
Activity . Fee. Listen to the
Freewaves and tell your Student
Senator (862-1494) how much you
like them!
David N. Foley
Dover

Nuclear freeze
To the Editor:
There is hope now for all who
were disheartened by the apparent
failure of the Special Session on
Disarmament at the U.N.
On August 5, House Concurrent
Resolution 392 was introduced in
the U.S. House of Representatives:
"Beyond a Nuclear Freeze."
For the first time in history, a bill
provides for the structural
instruments needed to make
politically realistic measures for a
nuclear freeze, arms reduction and
s1,1bsequent disarmament.
If passed, it requests the
President to transmit copies of H.
Con. Res. 392 to the heads of
government of all nations of the
world; inviting them to participate

in negotiations on an international
agreement to establish the
common security of all nations.
Most importantly, it requests the
President to report back to
appropriate members in the House
and Senate by March 1st, 1983 on
the steps he has taken respecting
the Resolution and on the
responses he has received.
H. Con. Res. 392 is still in need
of cq-sponsors. Therefore,
everyone concerned about
enduring peace, security &
prosperity should ask the New
Hampshire Delegation to become
co-sponsors.
Write to Sen Gordon Humphrey
and Sen. Warren Rudman (U.S.
Senate, Washington, DC 20510)
and to Rep. Norman D'Amours
and Rep . Judd Gregg (House of
Representatives, Washington, DC
20515); ask each to become a cosponsor now. Copies of this bill
may be obtained from them als_o.
With the encouragement of all
of us, the United States Congress
may yet succeed where the United
nations could not. Recognizing
our common dangers, especially,
the world needs America's
leadership. Our failure to provide
it would lead to horrible suffering
here as well as abroad. Already, it
has cost us dearly.
Hermine Waldron
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To the Editor:
I have been "Checking out the
Freewaves." for several years and I
like what I have been hearing.
WUNH-FM is one of the best
stations I have ever listened to.
(The other _is WHFS-FM,
Bethesda, Maryland) The appeal
of WUNH is its diverse blend of
music. The Freewaves offer an
alternative to other popular radio
stations whose playlists cater to the
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What ihen, for WUNH?
8): Martha Thomas
Sunday night the Student Senate approved a
committee to evaluate WUNH.
The University is fortunate to have the radio
station. WUNH provides a variety of
programming from progressive rock , rhythm
and blues, and jazz, to bluegrass and classical.
Such services as the extended thumb, lost and
found and public service announcements not
to mention sports and comprehensive news are
further proof of its dedication to students.
To say WUNH is not playing what students
want to hear is absurd. The station plays what
any student wants to hear albeit at different
times during the day or week.
The issue of the Student Senate
investigation (now called "evaluation") is not
and should not be WUNH's programming.
The committee will study WUNH's
"operating concept," covering finances and
bookkeeping, its use of students (and nonstudents) in administrative positions, and its
"service to the University as a .whole."
Periodic evaluation of an organizations
financial structure is a good idea-for all

organizations. Ill-kept books could be a signal
of mismanagement of students' money.
Of the $58,000 annual operating cost of
WUNH , $55,000 is from the Student Activity
Fee; the Senate has a right to examine
WUN H's books if a problem is suspected.
More immportant to the concept of student
organization is WUNH's non-student staff
members and its service to the University.
Unlike any other student-funded
organization, WUNH has grown beyond the
MUB and the UNH campus. Its 1750 watts
reach a forty mile radius around Durham, and
as it is the only·progressive station within that
area, it is presumably a choice of new music
fans. WUNH provides a necessary alternative
to the top-forty, bluegrass, and "easy listening"
·stations in this area.
But the question remains, should UNH
students pay such an e,normous percentage of
costs for a station that is open to and popular
among public listeners?
Channel 11 (WENH), New Hampshire's
public television station, provides a statewide
service although it is owned by and licensed to
the University. Its support comes from
fundraising (34%), state (30%) and federal
(15%) funding.
However the television station is stafffed not

by students but by_ full-time University
employees: professionals. Student
involvement is relegated to volunteer, work-,
study, course credit, and occasionally hourly
part-time status.
Perhaps a goal of the Senate evaluation
committee could be to find an intermediate set
of regulations for WUNH--between the
extremes of statewide public television station
and organizations like The New Hampshire
that primarily serve the University community.
If WUNH were to look outside of SAF for
its funding, it would be obligated to set up a
more consistent full-time staff.
As it is, WUNH is open to any student as a
vehicle for education in any capacity--as a
D.J ., an administrator, a newswriter, or merely
a listener. The 15% non-students on the staff of
WUNH are there to ensure the stations'
operation during school holidays and summer
break,but othe,rwise the station is entirely
operated by UNH students--as it provides a
service that penetrates the borders of the
campus,the ' town of Durham and even the
state.

Martha Thomas, a former Features Editor,
now edits University Forum for The New
Hampshire.

Hard Liner

The illegal alien .problem
Taxes which pay the unemployment and
welfare compensation of displaced American
workers. Taxes we all pay.
There is the matter of the jobs themselves.
·
along
There is a serious problem centering
employers are hiring illegal
Unscrupulous
our nation's southeren border: illegal aliens.
advantage of them. Long
take
to
only
aliens
What do we do about them and how do we
poor treatment are not
and
wages
low
hours,
stem the flow?
illegal aliens under the
paying
By
uncommon.
are
law.They
These people are breaking the
their own profits by
increase
employers
table,
States
not entering this country as United
thereby skirting
pay;
the
report
to
having
not
are
aliens
Illegal
immigration laws prescribe.
illegal, that is
sounds
all
it
If
taxes.
federal
fro·m
means;
any
by
penetrating our borders
employers are
these
that
seems
It
is.
it
because
elaborate
to
areas
simply sprinting across open
they feel
perhaps
law,
the
by
intimidated
not
smuggling schemes.
just are
laws
the
that
feel
I
law.
the
above
even
motivation.
their
I can understand
enough.
tough
not
see
they
poor
terribly
Distraught, hungry and
A general "get tough" attitude should be
the land of opportunity is only within walking
consisting of heavy fines ( out of_ their
adopted
are
border
the
of
side
distance. On the other
not the business's) and sanctions
pockets,
a
is
it
them
For
them.
employers. willing to hire
employers as well as stepped
violating
against
situation.
desperate
a
to
simple solution
working papers -by the
for
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up
not
does
alone
However, their motivation
If there are no
Immigration.
of
Department
all
affect
which
Actions
justify their actions.
I feel that a
work,
to
aliens
illegal
for
places
Americans north and south.
borders.
our
cross
not
will
percentage
high
itself
pull
to
beginning
just
is
Our country
are
borders
our
of
monitoring
Intensive
high
is
Unemployment
out of a long recession.
among our own ranks. So, why should illegal · necessary. Both day and night patrols are
needed to escort would be illegal aliens back to
aliens be allowed to take up jobs needed by
their own country. Once a person is caught
are
aliens
illegal
The
citizens?
States
United
this country illegally, he should be
entering
not
are
they
so
table,
the
under
being paid
entering this country entirely.
from
barred
wages.
their
on
taxes
income
federal
paying

By Bert L Bingel

More pressure is needed_in routing out the
vermin that deal in human cargo: the smuggler.
They prey on the impoverished by offering
them "safe" passage to America. How safe is
being strapped to the underside of a car, or
packed away for hours in secret compartments
within vehicles without food, water or air? This
practice has led to the death of many people.
_Smugglers should be locked up and the key
thrown away.
What do we do about the illegal aliens that
are here now? The present administration
wants to assimilate them into our society; grant
them resident status. Fine, I am all for that. Let
us give them the respect and dignity they seek
in exchange for productivity and service, but
let us not ink them in amongst the welfare
roles. Our burden is tough enough. Aliens
must be let in at a controlled rate and with the
assurance of sponsorship and employment.
Let us get tough in answering the illegal alien
question. They must realize that it is a privilege
to live and work in this great nation. A
privilege that must be earned, not merely
taken.

Bert J. Binge/ is a columnist for The New
Hampshire.

Letters
Pot in MUB
To the Editor:
We were very surprised
Saturday night by the irresponsibility of the MU B PUB Staff.
The band performing openly

engaged in smoking pot in the
MUB PUB, and it was obvious the
the majority of the student

audience. The fact that the band
enjoys to smoke pot is not the
issue. If they chose to participate in
smoking marijuana , fine, but not
in the MUB PUB . The MUB PUB

Staff should have done something
about it. When we asked the MUB
PUB Staff if they were aware of the
band's behavior, the response was,
"Yeah, that's cool. isn't it?"
Would the MU B PUB Staff also
allow us to openly smoke
marijuana in the PUB? I seriously

doubt they would. Why then, is a
band given special privileges to
break the law; and do so without

any objection? Why did the MUB
Pub Staff prefer to ignore the
situation instead of doing
somethif!g about it?

The University has tried to
restrict drinking on campus while
one of it's orgamiations seems to
openly condone smoking pot in
public.
Kevin Johannesson
Kyle Nickerson
Eaton House
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no ·you HAVE ANY
QUESTIONS ABOUT:

•
The Kari Van? _
Financial Aid? , Commencemen t?
- Parking Fees?
Hood House? Career Plann_ing & Placement?
.The Master Plan Commission Report Residential Life _P olicies? "

Application~
Availabl e
-. For Head of Security

The Student Senate is looking for
students who want to get involved with
issues and many others.

Thursday, September 23rd. 7:30-p.m.
Hillsborough R9orit of The MUB.

OPEN HOUSE

TONI GHT
6-9 p.m.
UNH STUDENTS ONL.Y
10% OF.F ALL MERCHAN DISE
,

'~Refreshments"
Munchies
Door Prizes
I

JOIN US AT

. ,b - _,,---·.- , ·'-.
~~)

/2'

r.

'LOUISE .'S SPORT S SHOP

.

.
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Jon Edwards performs for VNH with charm and·fOOUng·,
After tile rockabifly·
_. "Trouble", a song powered by a
booming sax solo, the audience
' sensed the show almost over
and began shouting for
"Sunshine" and "Shanty".
Edwards fooled them all
though, and in one of the
funnier moments of the night
came through with a great
version of the old Spinners
song "Have Yo_u Seen Her."
An upbeat ~ersion of
"Sunshine" follo-;wed in which
another thundering piano solo
brought the crowd to it's feet.

• ·· ._· ..
By,M_a ~ P-urwini~ ' ) onathan~·Edwards didn't act .
like a 'man who had just played
a show in Boston hours earlier, ·
and the near-sellout crowd who
witnessed his lively 2 hour
concert Saturday I}ight would
never have guessed. But such
was the case.
The only possible clue was
that the starting time for
SCOPE'S first concert of the
academic year had to be
delayed an hour due to
problems in moving the ·
equipment and sound system
from

Boston

With the peoplc still standing

College where

Edwards had done a 2 o'clock
show.
But shortly after 10 p.m. tbe.
lights in the Granite State
Room were · finally out and
Edwards appeared in the
spotlight. Guild acoustic
strapped across his shoulder,
harmonica harnessed to his
chest. He jumped into a
whining harmonica solo
sustaining notes until it flowed
into a shortened, bluesy version
of Janis Joplins' "Mercedes
Benz."
After the introductory song
he was joined onstage by
Kenny White on piano and
Derek Dyer on tenor
saxaphoneandconga.Thetwo
are prominent session
musicians from Boston who
have been appearing with ·
Edwards both live and on his
upcoming LP "Everything
Takes Time."
"King of Hearts", a floating ·
tune from a movie of the same
title, was the first song Edwards
played w1.th his backing
musicians.
Following the song,
Ed wards, a lean man dressed in
jeans and a blue UNH shirt,
apologized for the delay.
"Sorry we 're late but part of the
reason is I was upstairs buying
this shirt. Nine bucks for the
thing!"
The next song was the
popular "Everybody Knows
Her" which featured some nice
harmonica work and an
intense, pounding piano solo
by White which was followed
by loud applause.
The 5th and 6th songs of the
night "Following My Heart"
and "I Know You" were new
material from "Everything
Takes Time" which ha<i · just
been finished days earlier.
Unlike many artists who push
their latest material on the
audience. Edwards played only
3 new tunes in a 23 song show.
"Following My Heart" was a
catchy, up-beat tune which
could possibly get his first big
radio airplay since ·"Sunshine"
made the W-ABC New York
top 20 back in my Grammer
.
Schooldays.
Both new songs employed
sax and seemed geared for
radio play, a somewhat newer
side to an artist known mostly
for his acoustic songs. Another
new aspect was his incrc;ased
use of guitar -special effects;
phlanger and chorus adding a
shimmering, wind-like sound
and lead solos featuring
moderate distortion. "Ain't
Qot Time", "Trouble"- and

.

Edwards eased into the famous
beginning harmonica lines of
"Shanty". During the song
Saxist Derek Dyer snuck to the
balcony on the side of the
Granite State Room and
played a long solo overlooking
the crowd.
The trio then left the stage
and were called back for a 3
song encore. "Sometimes In
The Morning" was the first
song. The haunting ballad
brought a quick hush to the
excited crowd. "And sometimes in the morning I think
about someone I'll never see
again." The room fell silent and
Edwards had to say "God
you're all so quiet" after he
·
finished.
The calypso island beat of a
Harry Belafonte medly
brought the audience back to
life yet only to be brought.down
again by "Little Hands", .an
acoustic song from his
upcoming album dedicated to
his young daughter. The group
then left the stage for good. The
audience strolled out of the hall
reluctantly.
Overall it was · a successful
concert. 1t most probably
surprised those who expected
to hear the Jonathan Edwards
that the Rolling Stone Album
Review refers to as "the most
dumbest of all the hippie
singer/ songwriters." T~e only
problem during the night was a
reoccuring cracking sound
coming for the P.A. speakers
which took away from a few of
the slower acoustic songs.
Cormac McCarthy performed a humerous hour long
warm up. His satirical set
included a French and Western
song and Irish Folk Ballad
"We're Dumb and We Drink"
and a great impression of a
·lounge performer. He set up his
songs with funny mo_nolgues.
He ended with two more serious
songs of his own composi"tfon
"Bad Company" and "The
World Is Round."
Even after the crowd had left
Edwards was still going strong.
He ran downstairs to jam with
Midnight Travler who were
playing "Dixie Chicken" in the
Mub Pub.

Jonathan Edwards smiles at the UNH crowd during last Saturday's concert (Tim S~eer photo)
'(hroug.hout th·e show
· It seemed to foll9w that his
"Sunshine" all used this type of
biggest risk of the evening Edwards played with crowd,
solos.
"I've played a lot of would involve his voice. rising them up with his hands,
roadhouses on my way" Standing at the edge of the getting them to sing on key
Edwards told me in a brief stage he told the crowd "I'm lines and joking. "How is
interview after the show, "and going to do a song without the college sex like a snow storm?"
people don't want to just sit benefits of microphones, a song he asked toward the end of the
there all night. This is a way to called 'Lady'from my'Rocking show. "You never know how
get people up, into the show a Chair' album."
long it will last or how many
Edwards removed his guitar inches you '11 get."
:bit more. On the new album we
"To me," an acoustic reggae·
even have a few funk tunes. It's and wandered about the stage
also a way for me to expand my like an opera performer song was followed by "Emma"
rubbing his hands, gesturing which once again displayed his
art."
Later in the show he even with outstretched arms and strong voice and the bands
went so far as to play a mock looking tense. It was a harmonies.
heavy metal solo and followed vulnerable moment but --his
it with a hard rock version of voice carried well in the small
the Rolling Stones' "Paint It room and won over the crowd,
getting some of the best
Black."
But it is Edwards' voice that response of the show.
Following the moving
is one of this top assets. It is
strong and has great range. His "Lady" he wasted no time in
harmonies with White and getting the audience up again,
Dyer were very tight. As he told clapping and singing along
the crowd '7we spend a lot of with him on the medly of
see Bingo,
time sitting around in the van "Don't Cry Blue/Sweet ~
Maria."
harmonizing," and it showed.

Be Arnericari
Write Features

...

. - ....

room 151 MUB
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Housing in -Durham with a view
By Bingo Pitts
·- This week's Home and
Garden section takes a look at ·
living -places ' in Du.rham that
offer both easy access to
campus and a view · at an
econom4:al price.
Avaliable immediately is the,
white structure on the right.
Located on Main Street this
spired building is an example of
the colonial ecclesiastical motif
popular in many New England
towns. Complete with .

This church spire provides a room with a view.

~

authentic eighteenth century and southern Maine.
weather vane,the op_en area
The ledge of the tower oould
above the tar roof in the spire be improved by the addition of
gives the inhabitant a 360 . some house plants such as
degree view of Durham and the · Boston fems to offset the stark
surrounding area.
verticality of the spire. The
Looking west one can see the inside of the peaked spire could
accompanying spire of ' be used as closet - space,
Thompson Hall and many of aJJowing the inside of the tower
the other University buildings: to be used as open Jiving space.
The view to the east provides
Religion majors will favor
the viewer with both the the ambiance of this religious
Lamprey River and the rugged
HOUSING, page 17
coastline of New Hampshire

Plenty.of room for boarders on this rooftop. (Tim Skeer photo)

·FREE
WASH

SENIORS

December Graduation is
Just Around the Corner!

FREE ~ REFRESHMENTS
. COIN-OP OPEN HOUSE
. To be considered for the December 18, 1982
graduation you must file an intent-tograduate card with the Registrar's Office in
Thompson Hall by September 24th-that's this
Friday. A member of the graduation staff will
gladly meet with you to discuss your degree
requirements or any questions you may have
about graduation. Just come in to Room 8A,
T-Hall or call 862-1554 to set up an
appointment.

9AM-4PM

•

•

9 AM-4 PM
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-.- - - - - - - ~ - . . . - !
~ - - - - - - - - - - - -·-· HOUSING(confi0:ue8 fr6pi page fei)"' '., ·.. structure.The bell c~ntered in any occupant to accomodate - and the mesa style of the Old · compliment hunting -pri.nts . lower roof, while the widow's
Indian walk can be left open for spring
·
West.
the middle of the spire's deck the bell by innovating hanging
The _brick and white trim of - -tapest'ries could dress - up the gin and tonic parties and star
will ·serve as an effective alarm '. furnishings such as hammocks
. clock for those who like to arise instead of more traditional the vertical walls will '-bare exposed area - over the gazing .
floor based items. ·
early on Sundays.
However, one drawback of
Although this site does not
this site is the 'space th"t the
church bell occupies in the deck have a spire the attractive .
of the spire. While it can serve widow's walk affords a breath
as a quaint conversation piece taking of the lovely elm trees
for wine and cheese parties, it's that dot the campus.
TUMBLEWEED TRANSIT
The spacious p~bble
bulk and formidable size could
built
with
deck
lower
textured
prove ari inconvenience - for
The ultimate organizer, a briefcase and
rentors with a plethora of in ventilator seats can be
daypack in one. This rugged cordura
pana
into
transformed
excessories.
the
book pack is built to carry a full load
combining
abode
American
Yet the cha:-m of this
East
brick
colonial
the
of
best
textbooks. It has padded shoulder
of
location could persuade al1!1~~t _
straps and quick release waist belt. The
front pocket has compartments· for
pens, pencils, glasses, calculator, and
miscellaneous needs. Pack ·to school
with the Tumbleweed Transit Study
Hauler.

The Study Hauler

BY

NIGHT-GRILL
SPECIAL

Hot Dog
Fries & Soda
$1.00

--=---lPildtrntss Crails

Tel.
Pettee Brook Lane
(603) 868-5584
Durham. New Hampshire 03824
:
•
Mon. - Fri. 9-5:30; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 11-5

Available at the MUB' s Night Grill
along with Sandwiches, Grinders,
Hamburgers, and a lot more.
OPEN: Monday through. Thursday
'
4PM - 7:30PM

.

THE WORLD IS OUR CAMPUS

Pi Kappa Alpha
OPEN RUSH

.,.,
'

•.J-

ct

.-:.~ "-- .

,, '

'- ~

>

,
-

. . .y J

AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Spring 1983 (.January 26-May 6)
Port Everglades, Florida • Cadiz, Spain
_ t'i_,~aeur., Greece • Alexandria, Fgypt
• Haifa, Israel • Bombay, India • Colombo,
Sri Lan.k a • Man,,la,· Philippines • Hong Kong
•Keelung, T~_iwatJ e K.obe,..Yo~ahama Japan

Seu

offers 'ltudents a superior
SpoRsorE"d 'by the t:i-.h.t'rsity-of Pittsb~-r g;, S~mestcr at
full seme!tter academic program and sup.x,rting field exprriences. Titis one semester
experience is available to qualified students from .J\H a«-credite~ colleg~s and unj\'t'r•
··
·· ·
·
·
sities.
More th~ GO _\•oyage related-university cou-'?es. faculty<! · aw~ fron, the-~!liversity of
,Pittsburgh and .other leading unive,:siti~s. a,~~u,ented by ,·is:?in~ ~rea expe'r ts.
Optionai !01Jrs, including special tours into tht People's Republic of

China. availabl~.

Semester lH Sea a~mits 'ltudents without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S.
Universe is fully air ..,.,nditioneri, l~.000 t3ns, ~gistered in Liberia• and hllilt in
. ·
-_ ~ America.
For a free color brochure . write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, llni\'er8it)' of P.Jttsbu,-gh. Forbes
Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260. or cali ~oll free (800) 854.:0193 (i11 California cctli
_i714) 771-6590).

A representative will be in the MUB with a
, slide show Thurs. Sept. 30 from 10-12.

Thurs. Sept. 23
Monday Sept. 27
8-10 p.lll.
Refreshments Se·r ved

"Meet the PIKE Challenge"
5 _Strafford Avenue
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HAM STREET SHUFFLE

By BRIO~ O'CONNOR
n 'PtfASE EXCVSE THE ~
INmlWPTION I I>oc.TO"-.
!ULBOUS, !UT I'D Lll<ETO
A»D ~ CLAS'S, IF r CAN ?

1l>MY, CLASS, IJElL
REVIEW 1UE ~TIS-
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By JEFF MacNELLY
The deceased was known

6EEZ, NOH WUAT OOJ
! GsW Nie€. ~T -rn~

for his dry wit.

Mmzt'?

small of my back. This hand ,
would control how much rope
would pass through and how
fast I would fall.
He clipped in the main line
and had me lean back and put
some weight on the rope to test
the brake.
The hardest part of the trip
was next. I was standing on top
of the wall and had to lean
backwards until my back was
parallel to the ground.
Once para1lel to the ground,
Guerette had me do a couple of
deep knee bends, and bounce_
down.
__
My first bounce was a feeble
attempt. I didn't let enough
rope go through my brake
hand, and I only bounced
about a foot down the wall.
I bounced a little further my
next time. Things were getting
easier.
Guerette must have sensed
that things were getting too
easy for me. He had me stop.
The man on the ground held
the rope taut, and I dangled
fifteen feet off the ground.
Then, just to prove that the
brake worked, he had me take
both hands off the rope.
To get paraltel with the
ground again I had to walk up
the wall, and from there it was
three bounces to the ground.
I even went back for a second
trip down the wall. This time it
was much easier although it
had started to drizzle and my
footing at the top was a little
slippery.
As I was untying knots on
my diaper, I told Guerette that
rappelling wasn't as hard or
scarey as I thought it would be.
"'It's like most things," he
said. "It's not that hard after
you've done it."

·soMEOFTHE
CROSSWORD

DOONESBURY
ByGARRYTRUDE~U _ __
J08 INTcR.VIBAIS?
YOV'!<& ACTlJALlY
SIGNING UP FOR .
JOB /NT!:l<V/@15?
~
I
~

~

ACROSS

• I in 8
15

16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
29
30
32
34
36
37
38
42
46
47
49
50

(involved
in shady dealings)
Italian dessert
Absence of
government
Desert travelers
Payment returns
Marked w;th lines
French friend
"wait
she I ter
Bon Mouth parts
Bantu language
Pass a law
Russian measure
Follower of Zeno
Live and Cotton fabric
Prefix: mouth
Italian number
Causes irritation
Marine animals
Etting and Gordon
Cry of anguish
Signified
Monkey

5I
53
54
55
56
57

Peelings
Actor frwin
Sports oraasizaticn
Arn: hones
up (e,cited}
Capital o'
5ri Lan•a
Fl1der1es
One who na,es
possible
Moc~
'latives of Aleppo
'1ore shrewd

\ ~
£

IAl&'l!E SENIORS,
ZIJNI<. a/HAT
O!Hl3R. CJIOIC&
IJO IA/& HAV&?

, 1t,.__\....

\

BUT I fJON1 KNOW

TH& FIR.5T 7HIN(1

ABaJT JC8 INTERV!f:l)JS ! J'!) et
&A"fa../ Al/Ve/

~
/7"'

NO, YOU
!AXJ.JLIJN'T,

ZONK ..

\

L'

13 ,iood
14 ·,,t pretise
?I B~ll and -

27 Clerical Ht1re
Exhausts
1~ ·enator Thurmond
,1 Has. 1n 'pan,sh
60
31 '·!an . ,n Latin
63
35 Inergy substante
10 the hoC:y
64
lP ilee or Lanaford
65
Jq 'leas:nq SOlrnd
66
40 r t>ie , tdr"s
41 ·ars
DOWN
42 <,cott Joplin's
'.·'issouri city
l Type of candy
41 li0use warn·er
2 Sea /;> wds .
3 ~atural environment 44 In erna 10nal
4 pro nobis
agreement
5 Calendar
45 Spea, hesitantly
abbreviation
48 Tavern
6 Belonging to them
51 Amaro of baseball
7 Heart contraction
52 Lines of <.titching
8 Duffs a golf shot
58 Japanese sash
9 Growing 59 " 5t{le Sheet"
10 Vase
6! Colle e 1n
JI Busch or West
Canbr1dge
12 ~canding 62 Heat neJsure

z;-.

IT'S Rf-AllY NO 8/6 C'eAl.
YW JUST TALK 70 711&
/ll:CRUITE:I< f(R 7IAEN7Y
MINUTES OR 5a All YOU

HAV& 7{) IX} 15 8& YaJRSclF.

8(f{..8IJTIM{/(f'

WEU,YOV

lf7H&YOFFER

AUUAY5RIJN
7HlfTRl5K.

M&AJOB?

MOST

.IMPORTANT
WORKFOR
CANCER IS
BEING DONE
OUTSIDE
THE LAB.
It's being done by
people like Madeline
Mitza and Theresa
Barbieri.
They met when
Madeline was in treatment for breast cancer
and Theresa was the
volunteer who drove
her to her therapy appointments. Now, like
Theresa, Madeline is
bringing help and hope
to others as a Reach to
Recovery volunteer.
The work in the lab
must continue. So must
the work outside. We
need your help.

SHARE
THE
COST

!

OFG~!!!IG .
American Cancer Society
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Since 1923 the University of New Hampshire's University Theater has provided students and the
community with some of thE! most exciting and enriching entertainment in New England. The
tradition begun _by William .Hennessy and the original Mask and Dagger Society now stands as
·
one of America's oldest and finest educational theater programs.
This,year, in ce~ebration of '?_yr ~Otf1 Mnftersary, the ynlver~ity Th~ter is offering'UNH students a - .
.
. r ipeclql ~ea son tic~~t:i?.9ck-t19~ ~ ·5 sho;,$ f~JUst $51 Student ~ub~Gflt>~rs not only pay'less. but also
receive goaranteecfreserved seats, exchange privileges, arid the option of additional savfngs on
our dinner-theater arrangement with the New England Center Restaura11tl
Join in continuing the tradition of quality theater, and the quality of life at UNH. Become a
subscriber to our ootn Anntversary season!
SHE LOVES ME - the musical comedy by Jerry
Bock and Sheldon Hamick. October 19-23.
VERONICA'S ROOM - the thriller by Ira Levin .
.November 30 - December 4.
CANDIDE - based on the novel by Voltaire.
March 1-5. .
THE UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY - Jazz, ballet,
and modem dance. April 5-9.
THE CHALK GARDEN - the drama by Enid Bagnold.
May3-7.
To order your season tickets, simply complete this form and return it to the MUB Ticket Office.
-'
Hours are Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
\

name
campus/local addross
student ID number

telephone number

Pt EASE SELECT AND CIRCLE ONE PERFORMANCE DATE FOR EACH MNT

Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

8pm
2prl)
8pm
8pm
8pm
8pm

She Loves
Me

Veronica's
Room

'·Ccndlde .

Oct.19
Oct. 20

Nov. 30
Dec.1
Dec.1
Dec.2
Dec.3
Dec.4

Mar. -1
Mar.2
Mar.2
Mar.3
Mar.4
Mar.5

*****
Oct. 21
Oct. 22
Oct. 23

UNH
Dance
. Theater
Apr.5
Apr.6
Apr.6
Apr. 7
Apr.a
Apr.9

The
Chalk
Garden
- May3
May4
May4
Mays
May6
May7

Seating Preferred: _ _ Front Orchestra _ _ Rear Orchestra _ _ Balcony
I/we would like to be seated with: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
.
__
(Please send multiple orders together).
the theater office at
through
available
Seating arrangements _for the physically impaired are
862-2292.
Number of Student Subscriptions: _ _ _ _ _ _ -at $5 each
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Please make checks payab_le to UNH)
Amount Enclosed:
_ _ _ Visa Account _ _ _ MasterCard Account
Charge to my:
full account number

expiration date

authorizing signature

All performances are in the Johnson Theater of the Paul Creative Arts Center on College Road.
Ticket Office Hours are 1Oa.m. to 4 p.m., Monday to Friday, (MUB) and from 1 hour prior to curtain
(Johnson Box Office). The telephone number for both locations is: 862-2290. Season tickets are
available until October 22, 1982. Individual student tickets are $3.00.

***** Dark night - Np,perf9rm9oce.

~ ,l ,

•

I'
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·Attention
Upperclassmen!
82-83 TRANSFER ORIENTATION
STAFF
NEEDED
Applications and details available ·at
the Commuter/ Transfer Center, Room
136 MUB

DEADLINE OCTOBER

4 ·

Questions:
Contact P J Kenney, Billy Morse, or
Barb Wither at the Commuter/Transfer
Center or call 862-3612.
FIND OUT WHY!

COME TO OPEN RUSH:

Thursday, Sept. 23

&

Thursday, Sept. 28

THE COMMUTER

UNH

ADVOCATE

-is not

just for

is no,v accepting applications
for the paid position of

18 year olds!

Production Manager

Get-Together
For
Nontraditional Students
.... An Opportunity to meet peers,
meet staff, share common concerns and
gain information.

Refreshments will be served, child care available.

For_more information

call Cynthia Shar at
862-2090

If you have 2 or more year of experience in graphic arts or layout design
and wish to further your education with a prestigious position at a growing
publication; then stop by or call me at The Student Press, Rm. 153 at The
MUB and set up an appointment for an interview. 862-2486.

-------------

TRE NEW HAMf>SHIRE
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CLASSIFIED-_}_II~ ·I ~ - I~

_Mllc_-_--:--_
..

J

.WON'T QUIT - 1972 Toyta , New valves,
battery, etc. Only 3 N.H. winters, rust
minimal. 116,00 miles, but runs like a
champ. With 8-track. Call Gary in
Concord, 224-3327, after noon . 9/28
Motorcycl~ - Honda CB350. Good
condition . Needs battery and points, will
sacrifice for $350.00 or 8.0. Call Jon,
Congreve 240 at 2-2343 or 868-9739. ·
' 9/21
1979 Mustang, 4 cylinder automatic,
power steering, power brakes, Jensen
AM FM cassette, sunroof, tilt steering,
excellent condition - must sell. 742-9664.
9/21
'67 Chev. Malibu Sport Coupe PS, PB,
Brand new batt., new muffler, good
commuter car . Asking $600. CalJ 8687066. After 8:00 p.m. 9/21
1978 Triumph Spitfire convertible with
removeable hardtop, luggage and ski
racks, stereo radio / casse~t~ nl~yor .
42,000 mllesl Good cond1t1on--some
rust. Complete maintenance records. One
owner. Asking $3,200. Can be seen in
Concord. Telephone 225- 7927 (days).
934-4751 (evenings and weekends). Ask
for Deborah.9/ 24.
Free kittens to good homes. Call Deb. K. at
868-2981 .
BANK ROBBER ' S SPECIAL : 19 69
Plymouth Fury. lmmaculate--95,000
miles logged on the West Coast. For. a
rust-free getaway, a steal at $800. Also
Springfield Savage Shotgun. 3" Magnum
12 gage. Mint condition , almost new.
$80. Both for $850. 868-5028.
.78 Datsun 2 drive, 54,000 mil, well
maintained. $3700. 659-5822 or (MWF)
2- 1040, Asher Moore.
For Sale: 1980 Camero with only 11,000
miles. Call Frankieweekdays--862-2323,
weekends--749-1528.

Repara

WORD PROCESSING : Fast, versatile,
affordable. Manuscripts, dissertations,
mailing lists, repetitive letters, resumes,
reports, newsletters, etc. Permanent
storage on disk permits quick editing.
Automatic centering, justification,
headers, pagination , more . Word
processing training (WordStar and
others) also available. Call WORDPLAY-431-4359.10/22
-

Typing - Retired secretary. Experienced in
all types of term papers. Reasonable
rates . Prompt service. Walking di stance to
campus . Call Anita 868-7078. Durham.
9/21
Horse Boarding, 3 m . from campus, feed,
hay, clean , daily turnout, miles of trails
$100/ mo. Highland House Farm, 6595412. Call after 8 p.m. 10/ 5

Personal•

I~

Hey everybody! Do you know what today
is? It's the 21st birthday of one Susan
Janssen. So, when you see this creature,
holler "Hey Hortense Marigold Happy
Birfy!" She loves to be embarrassed .
To the gorgeous girls who live at 35
Madbury Rd : It's great to see those
smiling faces again . (You 'd smile too if
you were a .... ) Remember our spirits are
with you this week even though we can 't
be. For Sure and Totally, T.& K.
ADD A LITTLE CLASS : Don't forget Mini
Course registration, Sept. 21,22,23~ 9 am
to Noon-, 1 p. m. to 4 p.m. in Rm. 126 of the
MUB. Brochures available at MUB Info
desk and Rm . 126.
Hello, Louise Parker, glad to see you are
reading the New Hampshire. Love, your
favorite son.

And other Class Ads

The New Hanipshire

ATTENTION · FRESHMAN CAMP
COUNSELORS! Mandatory meeting a
week from tomorrow. Check the
Freshman camp office door for the
location. Yes it will be election day, so be
prepared to vote for 1983's Co-Directors.
Spread the word! The banquet w ill be
Friday, Oct. 22 at Simpson's Pavillion.
Plan for it! Love the Execs.

Hetzel 10th-Looking forward to golf this
week. Sorry I didn-t get to talk to you both
at the party-too bad about running out of
,refreshments . I know how you look
forward to them . Talk to you soon.-D.
Maureen-When is our little rendezvous at
TP going to be? Looking forward to it,
maybe KingJuliuscan come also! Hope to
hear from you soon-Dennis.
Erin & Liz- Hey little sisters, what
happened to you Sat. Nite? We missed
1975 Honda Civic Hatchback. New front
you! Looking forward to our little get
end, brakes, fenders, michelin radials. together next week with your floor-should
Honda recall repair program inspected,
be fiJn .-Big Brother
$1600.00 or best offer.9/ 24.
--------------To the guys at 20D-Sorry I couldn 't make
it to the party Sat . Nite. I don 't like to
TYPING--Professional looking job wi th
IBM selectric--term _papers, resumes, mingle w / a whole lot of people, I'm
cover letters, reports. Prompt service,
basically a shy person . I wish you guys
reasonable rates, call 7 4 9- 4 5 53 would call me sometime you have my
phone number. Love Amy
SPEAKERS: Micro acoustics pro-2 can
handle 120 w of power. Originally Freshman Campers! Both the Frosh and
t
$400/ pr. For sale for S200/ pr. or beS
all counselors are invited to attend and
offer . Call 868-9818 Ask for Steve Apt . B- participate in Camp's 50th reunion
6.9/ 24. ·
celebration Oct.9. If interested in helping
Matching colonia studio sofa, (folds out out, drop a note by the office. Rm 135 of
into a single bed) and a chair. Both in the MUB . Love the Execs.
excellent condition. Asking $125.00. Call Anyone who needs a female vocalist for
868-9830. Ask for Paul. If not home, leave their band, please call me at 862-1838.
message.9/ 24.
. Ask for Kim.· Not interested in New Wave .
For Sale: 1981 Yamaha 650 Special _II. To Karen in• D7- Please let me lead next
Excellent condition . $1800 or best offer. time we dance.
-------------Call 862-1080 days or 749-1954 nights.
Ask for Andy.
Cheryl, I miss you when you go away
every weekend, but thats the breaks of
being married. I still think you're the best
little sister anyone couh;I have. Love Lisa .

Personals

EST TRAINING GRADUATES-- Support
and activities are available in the
Seacoast area for the purpose of
expanding your experience of the
training. For into call JAY at 6596209.9/ _~ - - - - _

Reach your friends every
Tuesday and Friday; or hit the
UNH consumers! _
$1 in Room 108, MUb
Open 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. daily

7

..___M_is_c_e1_1a~n_eo_u_s_]

I•"I

Happy 8-day, Petie! Didn't think we 'd
Yard. Sale Sat . ~nly, Sept. 1810-4p.m. 41 forget ya did you? We never would-/ Emerson Rd . Durham. Some furniture, Ill inois or UNH--you 're in our hearts
forever. Love, Ellen, Sue, Bren, Kef, Judy,
Marcy.
THETA CHI wants good men to bu ild a
great fraternity.9 / 24
And now, the continuing saga of Samuel
Beckett's MOLLOY, brought to you by the
Riders to Conn, New Haven or Harford
B.F.H.S.8 .--AA and the Xeno Smith
vicin ity. I am leaving Thursday at 4 :00
Foundation for Culture and the Arts:
from campus . Have room for 3 others-$5
" Now men, I have rubbed up against a few
each . Call Vivian, 749-4553.
men in my time, but women? Oh well, I
RIDE NEEDED : To Wheaton College, or
may as well confess it now, yes, I once
anywhere near Providence, R.I. Will share
rubbed up against one."
expenses. Call Darren at 2-1617, Room
NURSING MAJORS ! There is a general
· 202. Thanks.
meeting Thursday, Sept. 23 from 1-2 in
the Senate Room of the MUB. Hope to see
you! Lots of good ideas in store. STUDENT
~H:==-==-elp
NURSE ASSOCIATION .
All men are invited to an open rush at SAE
Wednesday, Sept. 22, 8-1 Opm .
Truck Help - Dansk Factory Outlet . Kittery
Maine, is looking for " on-call " truck
Refreshments will be served.
unloaders for daytime weekdays . Approx. Anyone interested in joining the New
1 day every 2 weeks, $3.50 p·er hour
Hampshire Women's Rugby Team ,
wage. Call 207-439-0484. Ask for Leslie contact Joan at 868-1309 or Tricia 868or Donna 9-5. 9/ 21
2845. Practices are held Mon. thru
· Part Time Ski' Instructors Gun stock area,
Thurs., 4-6 p.m. on the field farthest from
Attn: Sharon Workman, P.O. Box 336,
the field house going along the road 01.~t of
Laconia, N.H. 032'46 (603) 293-4341.
Durham towards Lee.9/24
10/ 15.
Dumb Birthday Riddle #2963.5 : Who
Upward Bound is in need of a work / study
vvears her slippers in the rain, has funny
person to work as a tutor / counselor.
looking hair, and calls people scum?
Position involves tutoring low income
Susan Janssen, that's who. Wish her a
_high school . students Monday and
happy birthdoy.
Wednesday evenings. Average of 1O
UNSURE ABOUT EXISTING CHOICES?
hours per week at $4.00 per hour. Contact
THETA CHI FRATERNITY. CHECK IT
Dan at 862-1563 by 9 / 21 .
OUT.9/24
Seamstress Wanted - If you have some
Attention Susan Janssen! (alias Squint,
spare time, want to make extra money,
Hortense, Guido, Alexandria, and Dr
have a sewing machine and have
Arctic). This is to inform you that you're
experience in making couch covers, call
very lucky that Hot and GG remembered
Scott at 862-1700 days, 749-1946
your birthday. You will be forever grateful.
evenings. May need your own
(8ut how could we forget? You've been
transportation to Dover. 9/21 ~
reminding us for 2½ months).

·Iclothin;,i~::~:~:::.~oodj'§J
W~anted_..,..,J[J]]

Lost and Found
Reward

-~

1

- Ladies Gold Seiko quartz

wristwatch w/a broken band. Is of great
personal value. Healthy reward, no
questions asked. Contact Julie at 7424404 or Kari Van Office. 9/21

REWARD··LOST--Hoodedbeigejacketon
Sept. 15. 1982 at 9:00 a.m. in Financial .
Accounting class. rm. 208 McConnell
1-iJII. Please call. 2-3312 if found.

All men are invited to an open rush at SAE
Wednesday, Sept. 22. 8-10. Refreshment
will be served. .
-.
Hiking/Backpacking: Anyone interested
in doing some hiking or backpacking
before winter should come to the meeting
Wed., Sept 22nd at 7 p.m. in the NHOC
office--Rm. 129 in the MUB.
MUB PLANT SALE--Sept. 22. 23. 24 in
the MUB.
THETA CHI. .. A new opportunity. Go for
it19/24

When Karen was
only 18 years old, her
doctor discovered she
had a deadly form of
leukemia . Facing incredible odds, a survival rote 0f only 3%,
Karen spent the next
three years in inten. sivechemotheropy.
Not on ly was her
life at stake, but if she
did survive, there
were serious questions as to whether
she'd be able to have
ch ildren .
Now, eight years
and two sons later,
you'd never suspect
that th is vigorous
young mother had
battled a disease that
kills more than
15,000 Americans
every year.
Karen, Brian and
Erik are living proof
that we're gaining in
the fight·against cancer. It's a fight we can't
afford to lose. It's your
donations that help us
continue the research,
education and rehabilitation programs
that will give us more
statistics like Karen
Anderson. The kind of
statistics we can all be
proud of.
.

!

TIIECOST
SHARE
OFLIYING •

Give to the
American Cancer Society

~

MUBff

Plant~ale
Carroll-Belknap Room
10 a.m. -5 p.m.
Wednesday-Friday
September 22, 23-& 24
sponsored by the Office of Student Activities
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Netwomen

·Sports Shorts

defeat

Volleyhallers lose
Freshmen inexperience and lack of scoring were prime
~ea sons for_ the poor showing by the women's volleyball team
m the Providence College Tourney last weekend, according to
head coach Carol Ford.
The L~~y Wildc.ats ~nded up fin,ishing 7th in a field of eight
teams, f~1lmg to make 1t ~ut of the preliminary round of play.
In t~e1r.fir_st match agamst Springfield College, UNH went
down m straight games 15-6 and 15-10. Against Rhode Island
College the Lady Wildcats rebounded after a 16-14 opening
game loss to take the next match 15-12. But UNH lost the
deciding game 15-10 to drop the match.
.
In their final match of the tourney UNH lost to the
University of Rhode Island 15-5 and 15~ 11.
. Despite UNtt·s poor fini~h Fun.I ~aiu ~he wa~ imprc:,:,cd by
the squad's strong defense and outstanding passing.
The women's volleyball team will travel to Philadelphia
next weekend to. play in the highly competitive Temple
Tournament.

Golfers place fifth
The UNH men's golf team placed fifth in the Bowdoin
Invitational last weekend despite being in third place after the
first day of golf.
Salem State won the tourney with the University of Majne
at Orono, Merrimack College and St. Anselm's all finishing in
front of the Wildcats.
The UN~ team had their best day by far on Friday when
Jack Lav01e shot the low round for the squad with a n.
Captain Mark Hansen followed Lavoie with an 80 while
Mark Brady finished with an 81.
Jim ·McDermott and freshman Jeff Lavoie finished with
and 83 and 90, respectively.
In Saturday's action the scores ballooned with Lavoie
registering an 81; Hansen, 87; Brady, 89; McDermott, 91; and
the younger Lavoie, 92.
The golf team plays today at the University_of Rhode
Island.

Middlebury
By Crystal Jackson
Each time the sun ducked
behind a cloud another
opponent left the tennis court
in defeat as the UNH women's
tennis squad steam-rolled
Middlebury College 9-0. The
Wildcats are now 2-0.
·
Leading the attack was
freshman sensation Amy
Walsh, who proved worthy of
her number one status by
applying cunning drop shots,
fierce_ forehand strokes, and
surpnse net attacks. Walsh
started the team to its stunning
win by destroying Elizabeth
Welch 6-1, 6-0.
Second seed Lee Robinson
continued the sweep by
drowning her opponent with a
great display of tennis. SWING - Lee Robinson beloed UNH blank Middlebury
Friday. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)
.
Robinson displayed her
Rounding the· sweep at the ·
.domination early in the match
Hilary Branch and Laura
with solid ground strokes and singles position was UNH's Josl_in found the going a
little
strong net work. Robinson Celeste Beliveau and sixth easter as they defeated
defeated Maura Martin 6-1, 6- singles player Shelly White.
Elizabeth Fordyce and Heather
1.
Beliveau downed Elizabeth Pierce by a score of 6-3, 6-2.
Beth Howley, playing in the Old by a ·score of 6-2, 6-3 while
Julie Robinson and Chris
third position, -also had little .White defeated Anne Stanton gave lessons
to Jen
trouble beating her adversary, Chapman 6-2, 6-1.
Store and Susie Scher as they
Shelby Siems 6-1, 6-1.
The combination of Patti beat them 6-0, 6-0.
Sharon Gibson had a few Crowe and Cindy Guay held up
The Wildcat team will put
difficulties in continuing the the doubles' end by winning a their untarnished record on the
streak, however, in the end her tough match against Amanda line when they travel to
expertise prevailed. Gibson Earle and Lee Findlay 6-7, 7-5 1 Bowdoin College today at 3: 15.
6-4.
.
beat.Heather Cross 6-4, 7-6.

---SOCCER-- WILDCAT
,STATS
-:-:1N~o=-1:-:-v~10=-=u-:-A-:-: L--------------------( continued from page 24)
UNH had stuck to BC game was a tast paced physicai
throughout the contest and struggle in which seven yellow
dominated a good part-of the ca rd s we re issued for
game.
unsportsmanlike conduct.
"They were better than I
"We have to adjust and make
expected and we were worse " some changes," said Kullen as
said Kullen after losing to 'a his Wildcats now prepare to
team that has won . three face an always tough U Mass at
Division 3 National titles over Amherst tommorow afterthe past decade. The Babson noon.

1

New Hampshire
Rushing
Ct Collins
Nichols
Adams
Quinn
Kass
Chr Collins

Att

Gain

TD

Long

20
13
4
5
5
5

126
65
13
9
5
-10

0
0
0
1

29
21
9
2
2
6

Passing
Chr Collins

Att
18

Comp

Int

Yds

9

0

95

Pass Receving
O'Donnell
Gorham
Peach
Ct Collins
Kass

No

Yds

TD

3
2
1
2
1

33
22

0
0
0
0
0

Punting
Fogg
Leclerc

No
.2

Yds

Avg

Long

90
78

45.0
39.0

48

2

1
1

19

16
5

51

.TEAM
1st Down
Rush
Pass
Rush Att
Net Yds Rush
Net Yds Pass
Pass Att
Pass Comp
lntcpt
Total Net Yds
Fumb : #-Lost
Penlts: #-Yds
Punts-Yd~

BU

UNH

17
7
9

10

40
118

154
26
13

TD
0

Long

- -,FOOTBALL ~
.
-

19

<continued from page 24)
ball control, UNH gained four
consecutive first downs
owning the ball for th~
remain_ing 8:42.
"That's the name of the
game," said Souza. ••Keep the
offense on the field and let them
move the ball."
BU had scored on its two
previous possessions, without
the help of All-American
tailback Gregg Drew who had
yet to ~~lay because of a bad •

ankle. But while the UNH
defensive unit rested and Drew
paced behind the BU benches
the Wildcat offense moved th~
ball. JJNH's defense would not
be tested again.·
.. I was praying, seriously,
that we wouldn't have to go
back on," said UNH safetyArnold Garron, .. and my
prayers were answered. But if
we had to go back in, we were
all pumped up ."

18
7

52
208
95
18
9
0

0
272
1-1

303
4-3

4-43

1-14

6-211

4-168

ALL TH .E SPORTS
The New Ha~pshire
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lose two
By Julie Sanderson
_ The Wildcat field hockey
team took two tough loses over
the weekend, putting their
record to 1-3 on the season. ·
The second game of the
weekend doubleheader at
Rutgers found the Cats' on the
short end of a 1-0 loss against
midwest powerhouse, Iowa
State.
However, the real heartbreaker came on Friday when
the Cats' came up short against
Rutgers University in a well
played overtime loss.
According to field hockey
coach Jean Rillings, the official
score, 1-0, does not tell of the
Cats' hard fought 3-2 stroke-off
loss in O.T.
Coach Jean Rillings, in her
16th year as head field hockey
coach, said it was difficult
picking an offensive star in a
scoreless game, but surely the
play of senior forward Joannie
McWilliams, a top scorer last
year, and tri-captain this year
0

;:!~~k::~..

"a solid,
no~~:h
very well played, defensive
effort", Rillings said. She cited
the strong play of junior
goalkeeper Robin Balducci,
and the sweeper play of senior
tri-captain Shelly Lively.
Coach Rillings is very
concerned with the offense of
the team, since the Cats' h~ve
been held scoreless in three of
their four games.
Her worries in pre-season of
their inexperienced attack
seems to be proving true. But,
Rillings believes that her young
front line will improve with
experience. The Wildcats .. w.ill
play their second homegame against Yale Wednesday
at 3:30 p.m.

WRONG WAY - u ·N H tailback Curt Collins is knocked over backwards in ~ction against BU Saturday. However, Collins
moved forward enough against the Terriers to gain 126 yards rushing.(Tim SJ{eer photo)

,
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UNH harriers run toward coach s predictions
By T.J. Reever
The young UNH harrier
team headed to Vermont last Friday with hopes for at least a
.500 season, and a .500 season
is how they started out, as the
University of Vermont escaped
with a narrow victory
outlegging both · UNH and
Bates. UVM scored 37, UNH
placed second with 45 just
edging out Bates with 46.
"It was a real close meet,,,
said interim coach Jim
Boulanger. "If we had run as
well as we should have, I think
we could have won.,,
Vermont's striding duo of
Stebbins an...d_Thau1ow tied for

the first place honors, covering :•Jeremy looked good and
the rough cross cotintry ·route ·strongthroughthewholerace."
Closely following King was
.
in a time of 25.40.
The first UNH · runner to . teamate Kevin Klein. Klei~,
finish was sophomore Aarron who is only a sophomore this
Lessing, who placed third just year, came across the line in a
twenty _seconds off the pace time of 26.17 and placed sixth
with a time of 26:00. Lessing overall. UNH's fourth man,
continued to show good who placed 15th overall, was
progress as his summer of high sophomore John Neff.
Neff is probably the team's
mileage training is seemingly
most improved runner at this
paying off
The next Wildcat to cross the point. His determination and
finish line was freshman hard work over the summer are
Jeremy King, who placed fifth making him more of a
overall with a time ~f 26.09. competitor with each race.
Finishing 16th and 17th were
King ran remarkably well for a
junior Peter Earnst and
.
first year student.
Coach Bot!_liinger_ said, freshman Mark Rebon.

•

Play-by-play in sign language
It's fourth down, halfway through the third
quarter• and frankly they I look a bit
disappointed.
The highlight for many of them in the
sluggish first half was wrestling, tearing or
yelling at those poor work-study students,
better known as our Wildcat mascots.
And sure there were a few, the cooler high
school ones, who paid attention when the highkicking Le Chappell dancers overtook the field
and a few hearts during half time.
But for the most part there were 26 kids and
a handful of interpreters and special education
teachers down at the tennis court end of the
field who were a little bored at their first
football game ever.
On the fourth down play, Collins drops back
to pass and hits number 12, Dave Kass, in the
flat. The forgotten halfback in UN H's offense
rumbles around the left side for a five-yard
gain and a first down at BU's 30-yard line.
Now there's some rumbling in the e-nd zone
stands. Interpreters are excitedly describing
the play in sign language to about half of the 26
elementary and high school kids from
Portsmouth who are deaf. And with a little
prodding from the coordinator of the special
education program in Portsmouth, Bruce
Boley, some of the kids are even cheering for
number 12.

None of the kids, many ·of whom are severely
handicapped, have met number 12 yet. But
they will. And with a little help from their
instructors they cheer even if they weren't quite
sure what he did.
What many of the kids do know is that under
the direction of number 12 the UNI-I°football
. team has developed a special fund (by selling
about 1000 raffle tickets) which will pay for
two more home football games, 30 team
jackets for the youngsters and a buffet lunch
tomorrow afternoon in Durham.
Kass and several of the team's players will
also travel to Portsmouth each Friday to swim
with the kids.
Why did Kass contact Bruce Boley and offer
the football team's help? Why does he hound
people to buy raffle tickets? Why all this extra
work? I mean he's a senior isn't he?
"It's hard maybe for even me to
understand," said Kass, who worked with
handicapped kids as a freshman at Wake
Forest.
"I'm kind of an emotional person and I think
it takes an emotional person to work with
handicapped kids," he said.
But Kass isn't the only one involved and says
guys he never expected to take the time selling ·
raffle tickets have done it.
Back at the game however, there was a bit of

A good part of the reason
why UNH didn't win the meet
was that Dicky Robinson, this
year's team captain, dropped
out of the race because he
didn't feel well.
"If Dicky could have just
finished in the top seven, we
would have won the meet,"said
coach Boulanger.
"We need to work on our
distance more. Our top five
runners were all within twentyfive seconds at two miles, but
dropped off the pace 15efore
reaching the finish line. If we
can work on dqing mOie miles
and get Dicky healthy, I think
~ we will continue to improve."

By ToddBalf
a ·problem-with the hero in our story in the first
half. Without the Le Chappelle dancers in sight
nor those rag tag Wildcat mascots, the whole
crew caught a close-up action packed play
featuring number 12 fumbling the ball at the
BU I 7. It was his first in four years at UNH.
"We couldn't really miss it," said Boley. "He
fumbled right in front of us."
Of course, Jeremy Stuart, just barely 13years-old and an avid Monday Night Football
viewer, knew just what to tell the offense- and
Kass- the next time they got the ball.
"Get you"r butts·in gear," is what the non-too
timid coach would tell them. And the blondhaired, blue-eyed tough guy did just that as he
got. up from his bench seat, seemingly
unhmdered by the metal braces on both his
legs, and screamed his team on.
Sophomore Beth Ashley was fairly specific
about_ why Dave Wissman was her favorite
player on the field.
'~He's my favorite player, "she said withjust
a httle help from an interpreter, "because he
always attacks the ted ones."
Later, in a quiet moment during the game,
Jeremy The Coach (with pen and scribbled
plays in hand) showed his human side too.
"Kass, I suppose," he said with just a touch
of hesitation,''They oughta put him in the
NFL.

Sports
Defense rises .from the dead ·against Terriers
safety and one when time
expired in the first half.
Three BU drives lead to
Terrier touchdowns, but only
two of the scores came on long,
sustained drives. BU's first six
points were a result of a
fumbled kickoff which gave the
Terriers the ball at the UNH I!yard line. BU went ahead 7-0,
but wouldn't score again until ,
the fourth quarter.
"It was a total team effort,"
- said _ UNH linebacker Brian
Mikolajczyk. "Last week we
were looking for someone to
make the big· play. This week
everybody wanted to make the
big play."
UNH was also able to hold
BU to 118 yards rushing for-the
game. HC, in the first half
alone the week before,
compiled 138 yards.
BU did , however, move the
ball while acquiring 17 first
downs and 272 total yards. But
instead of weakening when BU
pressed the Wildcat defense
SAFETY - Greg. Stilphen tackles BU quarterback Alan Arison in th~ end zone during the
stiffened. Extended time on the
second quarter of Saturday's game to push the Wildcats ahead 9-7.(Tim Skeer photo)
field this time lead to
consistency, not slopp~ness as it
Stilphen broke a 7-7 deadlock
The safety , was just one HC game.
and _put UNH ahead for gopd. · highlight of a defensive
For starters, of the 12 times did against H C.
"A lot of guys were reading
"I didn't think they'd ~hrow," performance that, statistically BU . had possession of the ball,
the
papers that were talking
said Stilphen, "but they did and speaking, couldn't even be a six ended with punts, one with
I was able to get in."
1 distant rela'tive to that of the
a fumble. another with the about our defense," said UN H
- linebacker Al Souza. ··we had
to prove them (papers) wrong."
UNH's defense was not
without assistance. Behind the
effort of tailback Curt Collins
By Ray Routhier
ruled the goal good. ( 126 yards), the Wildcat offense
Divsion 3 Babson team.
and ,they controlled the ball
Gaillardetz strongly objected held onto the ball for 3 I: I 8,
"From the worst things
Babson's Jim Fisher tallied
well.
sidelining BU 's strong offense
sometimes the best things early in the game off a pass
-bu.1. g?t only a yellow card.
But it was all too late.
I ve never seen us for most of the game and giving
result ", · is what a positive from Jay Nusblatt who did a·
Midway through the second
minded Bob Kullen said after nice bit of maneuvering around
half, Babson's Jim Oliver dominated like we were in that UN H's defense needed time for
his Wildcat soccer team was two defenders. The Beavers added insult to injury as he first half,"said Kullenafterthe rest.
And_after the Terriers scored
badly beaten by Babson, 3-0, con~inued to pound away at scored a controversial goal to game. "We've gone from one
extreme to the other in one at 6: 16 in the fourth quarter to
UN H through out the first half, push the final score to 3-0.
Sunday at Lewis Field.
week," he said, referring to the pull to within two points. 22The Beavers played keep capping it off was John Vigue
UNH goalie, George
away from UNH in the first who headed the ball sharply Gaillardetz, watched the ball super 3-0 victory over Bowdoin 20, UN H's offense prevented its
_half and totally dominated the· into the, net late in the half to apparently go out of bounds, Tuesday and the tough l-0 loss BU counterpart from getting
flow of the game. The Cats give Babson a 2-0 lead.
and he paid no attention as to nationally ranked Boston the ball.
·
In an impressive displ~y of
usually sturdy defense seemed
The Wildcats rebounded a Oliver kicked the ball into the College.
paralyzed by the swift, pin bit at the start of the second net. The referee, who was
FOOTBALL, page 22
point passing of the powerful half. The passing was sharper, poorly positioned _o_!!_~a,y, SOCCER, page 22

By Steve Damish
Something happened during
the six days between UN H's 280 loss to Holy Cross and its 2220 win over Boston University.
Something happened to its
defense, making it responsible
for its first Yankee Conference
win Saturday.
There they were a week
earlier against HC, the UNH
defensive players, bei11g
blocked out, knocked down
and run around. But there they
were against BU, the ~amc:
players, bowling over,
knocking down and playing
well all around.
This same defense that
couldn't stop HC from scoring
even scored points against BU
when Greg Stilphen sacked
Terrier quarterback Alan
Arison for a safety in the first
half.
i\.nd this same defense that
forced the Crusaders into
punting only -three times had
BU doubling that number.
"We just hadj,something to
prove," said Stilphen. "We lost
a lot of respect against Holy
Cross and we let the school
down. We wanted our respect
back."
The second-quarter safety by

Babson Beavers nip· at hooter's heels, 3-0

Back to the drawing board for BU
The Boston University scout guiQ,.ed the
door shut, attempting to muffle the harsh
sound of metal rubbing against metal. It closed
with a click.
The BU coaches lifted their heads from their
notebooks, fixing their eyes on the man in the
doorway. Pete stopped tinkling with the
projector.
"How were things in Orono?"asked a coach.
_ . "Obviously a lot better than things were in
; Durham,." replied the scout.
"Can we assume you enjoyed the game?"
asked another coach. '' And that you learned
·some things that will help us beat Maine
.
· Saturday?"
"Are you kidding? Rhode Island wins 58-55.
How could I have been bored. Ha, Ha."
The scout approached the group, his eyes
looking over the coaches.
"Well, why wait?" said a coach. "Let's see
'em."
Pete put . the lights out and flicked on the
projector. UNH was on the screen again, but
with BU this time, not Holy Cross. The scout
sat down.
The first half of the game-~ashed before the

coaches and the scout. Only a few comments'
were made.
·
"Two points again," someone said.
""Damn defense," said the scout. '"Had to
start playing against us."
"They played a solid game," said one of the
coaches. "Maybe you misjudged them a little?"
'"No way," said the scout. "'No way. I saw
them against Holy Cross. You guys d-id too, on
·
the films. C'mon."
"Yea, and we saw them up close Saturday,''
said a coach. "Unfortunately Arison and Lewis
did too."
"They surprised us," the scout said. '"It was
out first game. You know, jitters and stuff."
The film ccrntinued, showing UNH's Mark
Nichols run -in from the one-yard line for a
touchdown.
'Hold that there, Pete," said a coach. "What
do you call that?"
"A touchdown?" answered the scout. "What
do you mean?"
"I mean what happened here? UNH's
offense scoring. They moved the ball.
Was this a surprise after the Holy Cross
game too?"

By Steve Damish

"YOU knew they had a good offense."
"Yea."
"So what's the matter?"
''Ijustdon'tfigure,"said the coach. "You got
Holy Cross, and UNH can't do a thing against
them, defensively or offensively. Then you got
us.
"We're as good as Holy Cross in terms of
level of play. What happened?"
"Emotion?" said the scout. "Intensity? You
know, that stuff."
In the back of the room, Pete dozed.
"Let's ca!m down," interrupted another
coach. "It's over, we lost."
"You know what I think it was?" said the
scout.
"Yea," replied a coach, "we know, a fluke.
Right?"
"What else?"
"Whatever. What have you got on Maine?"
"Should be no problem."
"Well, let's hear it."
The coaches gathered around the scout as he
leafed through his notes. In the rear of the
room, the filgi was burning.

